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Abstract 

Advances in DNA sequencing technologies have enabled the collection of genome-wide data, 

facilitating a shift from population genetics to population genomics. This transition has greatly 

augmented the amount of data that can be collected from DNA samples as well as increased the 

scope of ecological and conservation studies. Historically, non-invasive or minimally-invasive 

sampling (MIS) has been widespread in wildlife studies, especially for those species of elevated 

conservation concern. Despite the benefits of MIS, the utility of these samples for collecting 

genomic information is limited. Low DNA quantity, degradation, and contamination by 

exogenous DNA make MIS challenging to use with modern genotyping-by-sequencing 

approaches, which have traditionally been developed for high quality DNA sources. Here, we 

demonstrate the utility of Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq), a targeted, 

multiplex amplicon approach, for genotyping minimally-invasive DNA samples from the 

Western Rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus), a species-at-risk in British Columbia, Canada. Using a 

panel of 362 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) generated from high quality blood 

samples identified via restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq), we genotyped a 

total of 96 blood (n=68), minimally-invasive cloacal swab (n=9), and opportunistically collected 

roadkill tissue samples (n=19) across the distribution of Western Rattlesnakes in BC and 

Washington (USA). The targeted GT-seq panel yielded comparable estimates of within- and 

among-population variation to that of the larger RADseq dataset (n=9568 SNPs). We then 

applied this approach to a set of blood (n=68) and minimally-invasive samples (n =690) 

collected from across species the distribution. Hierarchical STRUCTURE analyses found 

evidence for population structure within and among all five geographic regions of C. oreganus 

occurrence in BC and Washington, as well as low levels of migration among groups of den sites 

across the distribution, with no evidence for a pattern of isolation-by-distance. These results 

provide evidence for population discreteness, as well as barriers to gene flow across the 

distribution suggesting that the single, recognized designatable unit for conservation for Western 

Rattlesnakes in BC should be re-assessed. More broadly, this thesis demonstrates the efficacy of 

combining genomic tools with MIS to investigate ecological and evolutionary processes 

impacting wild populations and better inform conservation management. 
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Lay Summary 

Minimally invasive sampling (MIS) is widespread in wildlife studies involving species of 

conservation concern. This type of sample collection is advantageous as it limits the need to 

directly handle or interact with a species of interest. However, DNA from MIS is often of low 

quantity and poor quality. The potentially degraded nature of these samples and contamination 

with DNA from other sources, such as bacteria, make obtaining genetic data challenging with 

traditional methods. Here, we adapt and apply a targeted genetic approach to gather data from 

minimally invasive DNA samples collected from the Western Rattlesnake, a species at-risk in 

British Columbia, Canada. Through evaluating the structure and connectivity of rattlesnake 

populations in BC, we detected genetic differentiation that suggests that the designation of a 

single conservation unit for this species warrants re-examination. We also demonstrate the utility 

of combining new DNA sequencing technologies with MIS to inform conservation management.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Biological diversity, often referred to as biodiversity, includes the total variation within 

and among living organisms on Earth that make up the myriad of  ecosystems that exist  

(Swingland, 2001). Preserving this diversity is necessary to maintain natural processes, such as 

nutrient cycles, as well as the ecosystem services provided by them. Humans rely upon natural 

resources as sources of food, water, fuels, textiles, and even sources of recreation. The loss of 

even a single species  can impact not only ecosystem functioning, but can have severe 

socioeconomic consequences on society as a whole (Díaz et al., 2006). Although the 

exacerbation of global biodiversity loss is not solely anthropogenic, human impacts have played 

a significant role in species decline (Ceballos et al., 2015). Main anthropogenic threats to 

biodiversity include habitat degradation, environmental pollution, climate change, invasive 

species, and overexploitation. 

 While each of the aforementioned threats has a negative impact on biodiversity, habitat 

loss and degradation pose one of the biggest threats to the persistence of species (Magin et al., 

1994; Purvis et al., 2000). The main drivers of habitat loss include harvesting of natural 

resources, development of infrastructure, and land conversion for agriculture. Over time, 

continual degradation leads to habitat fragmentation, the process by which continuous habitat is 

broken down into a heterogeneous patchwork of habitats (Lehmkuhl & Ruggiero, 1991). As a 

result, patches of suitable habitat often are isolated across a landscape matrix (Todd et al., 2010). 

1.1 Habitat Fragmentation 

 Habitat fragmentation is responsible for losses of up to 75% of biodiversity in some areas 

(Haddad et al., 2015). This process alters both the spatial structure of habitats and the 

metapopulation dynamics of species that exist among them. Fragmentation also influences the 

spatial distribution of species and therefore, the functioning of ecosystems. The interaction of 

subpopulations of a species largely depends on habitat patch size, shape, and the distance 

between neighboring patches (reviewed in Fahrig & Merriam, 1994). The more isolated patches 

are, the more difficult it becomes for species to function as if they still existed in once continuous 

habitat. The level of connectivity among habitat patches across a fragmented landscape can have 

quite severe implications for population genetic structure and species persistence (Fahrig & 

Merriam, 1985; Dixon et al., 2007). 
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 When populations across a landscape become isolated and separated, individuals often 

cannot move among patches of suitable habitat due to limited connectivity. In turn, this alters 

patterns of individual dispersal, and therefore patterns of gene flow among metapopulations 

(Gerlach & Musolf, 2000). Gene flow is necessary for maintaining adequate levels of genetic 

diversity within populations; without proper genetic diversity, populations become unable to 

adapt to their environment, which puts them at risk of local extinction (Frankham, 2003). Over 

time, the extirpation of multiple populations of a species can contribute to overall species 

decline. 

1.1.1 Impacts of Habitat Fragmentation on Reptiles 

 Reptiles and amphibians, collectively known as herpetofauna, are particularly vulnerable 

to the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation. These species  often are sensitive to 

environmental changes (Gibbons et al., 2000), as they are ectothermic and rely on their 

environment to regulate their body temperatures. Herpetofauna also often exhibit low vagility, 

moving infrequently, and over relatively short distances. Habitat fragmentation is considered one 

of the most significant threats to herpetofauna worldwide (Lesbarrères et al., 2014; Mittermeier 

et al., 1992). As of 2019, 1311 of all assessed reptile species were considered threatened (IUCN, 

2019). 

 In particular, habitat fragmentation has been shown to reduce the persistence of reptile 

species by 90 percent in areas of previously occupied habitat (Driscoll, 2004). It has been 

suggested that undisturbed habitat supports over 2 times more reptiles than disturbed habitat 

(Brown et al., 2008). Previous studies suggest that the abundance of reptiles also is significantly 

impacted by the isolation of habitat fragments (Luiselli & Capizzi, 1997; Watling & Donnelly, 

2007) as well as the size of fragments. In the Western Australia wheatbelt, Sarre (1998) found a 

significant correlation between habitat area and population size of the Tree Dtella gecko (Gehyra 

variegata). At a regional scale, land conversion for agriculture also was found to have the most 

impact on reptile diversity deficit in Catalonia (Ribeiro et al., 2009).  

1.1.2 Influences of Roads on Reptile Behavior and Genetics 

 One of the main mechanisms of habitat fragmentation affecting reptile species is the 

development of roads. Road fragmentation has been shown to have both behavioural and genetic 

effects on populations, even when roads are up to 2 km away from core populations (Beebee, 
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2013). As demonstrated by both the Eastern Massasauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus) and 

the Red-Sided Garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis), reptiles may exhibit road avoidance 

behaviors, where instead of crossing roads, animals move parallel alongside them (Andrews & 

Gibbons, 2005; Clark et al., 2010; Shepard et al., 2008; Shine et al., 2004). This avoidance 

behavior can greatly limit animal dispersal and prohibit gene flow between populations, creating 

an increased risk for inbreeding depression and population decline (Shepard et al., 2008). Roads 

also have been shown to increase the chance of mortality for crossing animals. Those reptiles 

that do cross roads, usually cross for thermoregulatory purposes, as road surfaces are often 

warmer than the surrounding vegetation (Shine et al., 2004). This not only puts individuals in 

direct danger of being hit by vehicles, but also increases their exposure to predation. In 

particular, those species that have delayed sexual maturity are often vulnerable to adult road 

mortality as it takes longer to replace adults lost from a population (Brooks et al., 1991). As a 

result, populations can become increasingly susceptible to decline (Row et al., 2007).  

 In addition to limited dispersal and mortality, gene flow and population connectivity 

between reptile populations also are reduced due to roads. Several studies show how roadways 

act as a barrier to gene flow and create population genetic structure among populations. In New 

York state, a population genetic analysis of Timber rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus) found 

significant levels of genetic differentiation and structure both among snake hibernacula in a 

region and between regions that were separated by roads. These patterns of population structure 

were directly attributed to the disruption of snake dispersal and vehicular mortality (Clark et al., 

2010). Similarly, genetic differentiation in subpopulations of Desert Tortoises (Gohperus 

agassizii) was significantly associated with roads in California (Latch et al., 2011). Overall, it is 

clear that the various anthropogenic causes of habitat fragmentation have substantial influences 

on the behavior, genetic structure, population connectivity, and persistence of reptile species.  

1.2 Defining Units for Species Conservation 

 Before conservation management decisions can be made for species at risk of extinction, 

units for conservation must be defined. Without a clear idea of what is being conserved, targeted 

legislation and policy protections cannot be enforced (Funk et al., 2012; Green, 2005). This can 

be especially important in cases where multiple populations of a species vary in their viability 

and status. As conservation funds often are limited, this information can be used to prioritize 

conservation units deemed critical to overall species persistence (Ando et al., 1998). By defining 
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units targeted for conservation, conservationists can protect and maintain the evolutionary 

potential of species (Moritz, 1994).      

 Although there currently are no set criteria for defining conservation units, several 

concepts have been proposed and adopted. First proposed by Ryder (1986),  Evolutionary 

Significant Units (ESUs) refer to groups of organisms below the species designation that warrant 

specific conservation attention, namely in terms of significant genetic characteristics. Over time, 

this concept has been revisited multiple times (Moritz, 1994; Waples, 1991), each suggesting 

various considerations for delimiting units. Waples (1991) defined ESUs based upon groups of a 

species that are a) reproductively isolated and b) considered an important component to the 

evolutionary trajectory of that species based upon historical patterns of genetic variation, while 

Mortiz (1994) focused upon measures of significant divergence in allele frequencies and 

reciprocal monophyly in mitochondrial DNA among populations of a species. Further, Moritz 

(1994) distinguished between ESUs and management units (MUs). While ESUs tend to examine 

more historical and phylogeographic divergences in allele frequencies of populations, MUs 

consider patterns of genetic divergence that rely mostly on contemporary genetic differentiation 

between populations. This allows for the existence of multiple MUs within ESUs that focus upon 

short-term conservation goals, nested within ESUs that have a more long-term focus (Moritz, 

1994). Both ESUs and MUs are equally important for conservation, as the effective conservation 

of MUs is essential for the persistence of ESUs (Paquette et al., 2007). These conservation units  

often align with the United States Endangered Species Act (ESA) (Crandall et al., 2000; Waples, 

1991), as well as the Endangered Species Protection Act in Australia. 

 In Canada, Green (2005) proposed designatable units (DUs) that were adopted by the 

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) as a way to prioritize 

units for conservation. Specifically, this designation addresses the need for biologically-based 

units that account for species conservation status, especially when one species distinction is not 

applicable for all populations within a species (Green, 2005). In light of the various approaches 

used for establishing ESUs, a two-facet system exists for discerning putative DUs that aligns 

well with the process of ecological risk assessments used to determine conservation status. This 

ensures that the establishment of units for conservation coincides with conservation concerns. 

Much like evolutionarily significant units, the two facets of designatable units are 1) population 

discreteness and 2) the evolutionary significance of a given population. These units coincide with 
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the Species at Risk Act (SARA) that was implemented in Canada as part of the Canadian 

Biodiversity Strategy (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2009).  

 To determine the discreteness and evolutionary significance of populations, studies can 

assess the level of genetic differentiation and gene flow between populations and infer patterns 

of population connectivity, as well as adaptive divergence (reviewed in Allendorf et al., 2010). 

For instance, populations of landbird species including the Northern Saw-whet Owl (Aegolius 

acadius), Hairy Woodpecker (Picoides villosus), Steller’s Jay (Cyanocitta stelleri), Chestnut-

backed Chickadees (Poecile rufescens) and Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) in the Queen 

Charlotte Islands (QCI) were found to exhibit significant genetic differentiation from other 

populations of these species in Alaska and Washington-Oregon. The observed genetic 

differences supported the existence of previously hypothesized endemic subspecies of these birds 

in QCI that were based upon phenotypic differences. Therefore, each of the four subspecies 

found in QCI called for separate DUs and ESUs (Topp & Winker, 2008). In combination with 

ecological, environmental and phenotypic information, genetic data can be further analyzed to 

look for evidence of adaptation at loci within the genome, which can give further support for the 

delimitation of evolutionarily significant units (Allendorf et al., 2010; Funk et al., 2012). 

1.3 Rattlesnakes in British Columbia 

 The Western Rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus) is a venomous, squamate reptile that 

occurs from Southern Canada to California and northern Mexico (Fig 1.1a).  This snake is one of 

4 species of rattlesnake native to Canada (one now being extirpated); in BC, it is represented by 

the Northern Pacific subspecies (C.o. oreganus). The range of Western Rattlesnakes in Canada is 

restricted to south-central British Columbia, where it occurs in five so-called regions, namely the 

Okanagan-Similkameen, Midway, Grand Forks, Vernon, and Thompson-Nicola. Given the 

mountainous terrain of BC, climate and ecotypes change abruptly: the range of this snake in the 

province is restricted to warmer valleys, with fragmentation of habitats occurring naturally as 

well as through anthropogenic factors (COSEWIC, 2015) (Figure 1.1b). 

 Like many other snake species existing at higher latitudes, C. oreganus overwinters in 

communal dens from October to late March/early April. Individuals show high site fidelity, 

returning to overwinter at the same den each year (Macartney, 1985). Dens are located on south-

facing talus slopes, where there is greater availability of basking areas for thermoregulation 

(Gienger & Beck, 2011).  During the active season between April and October, snakes emerge 
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from their dens to seek food and reproduce. Some snakes have been found to migrate upwards of 

4 km (Gomez, 2008).  These rattlesnakes are specialized rodent predators that use facial organs 

to sense heat to locate prey. Their typical diet includes pocket mice (Perignathus parvus), deer 

mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), and other small mammals (Macartney, 1989; McAllister et al., 

2016).  

 Western Rattlesnakes reach sexual maturity around 7-8 years old (Macartney et al., 

1990). Female snakes will give birth to live pups during the active season, usually at rookery 

sites located within 300-500 m of the dens. Gravid females have been found to abstain from 

hunting while pregnant, losing almost all their body fat to developing young. After parturition, 

non-gravid females may not mate for one or more years; at which time they  begin the process of 

vitellogenesis (egg yolk production) when accumulated fat stores are enough to sustain another 

pregnancy (Macartney & Gregory, 1988). Therefore, females will only give birth every 2 to 3 

years. This creates a lengthy generation time of about 15 years for this species (COSEWIC, 

2015).  

 Currently, C.  oreganus is of conservation concern in British Columbia, which 

encompasses the northernmost extent of this species’ range. The Western Rattlesnake is 

provincially protected under the BC Wildlife Act and classified as ‘threatened’ by the federal 

Species at Risk Act (COSEWIC, 2015). Main threats to the survival of these rattlesnakes include 

road mortality (Winton et al., 2018), direct human persecution, and habitat loss/fragmentation 

due to land conversion for agriculture and urbanization. According to Hobbs (2013), 86 percent 

of all known rattlesnake dens in BC are within 2 km of a road.  Given that roads can influence 

population declines at distances of up to 2 km away (Beebee, 2013), the majority of animals in 

the province  may be at risk of decline. Additionally, as land is converted for agricultural 

development in BC, not only is suitable habitat for snakes lost, but snakes and people are brought 

closer together - enhancing opportunities for conflict (Gomez, 2008). Because there is a general 

lack of knowledge about these animals, and as people are often afraid of snakes, this closer 

proximity between people and rattlesnakes may increase the risks of direct persecution.   

1.3.1 Current Species Management  

 At present, the Western Rattlesnake is managed as one designatable unit: Terrestrial 

Amphibians and Reptiles Faunal Province: Intermountain (COSEWIC, 2015). In part, this 

designation implies that gene flow is occurring across all populations as if they are functionally 
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panmictic. A lack of genetic data has precluded a formal assessment regarding the number and 

distribution of DUs across the Canadian range of this species (COSEWIC, 2015). 

1.4 Study Objectives 

 Currently, there is little known information about the distribution of genetic variation 

across the species range in British Columbia. To inform conservation management, this thesis 

aims to fill this knowledge gap by: 

1. Adapting and optimizing a targeted genotyping approach (Genotyping-in-thousands by 

sequencing (GT-seq) for use with minimally invasive DNA samples collected from the 

Western Rattlesnake in BC (Chapter 2) 

2. Examining the distribution of population structure and extent of connectivity among 

populations of Western Rattlesnakes in British Columbia and Washington at multiple 

spatial scales to infer potential barriers to gene flow (Chapter 3) 

3. Quantifying levels of genetic diversity and testing for a pattern of adult sex biased 

dispersal across populations range wide (Chapter 3) 
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Figure 1.1 A) Map of the distribution of Crotalus oreganus in Canada, the United States, and Mexico shown in green (spatial data 

from NatureServe and IUCN (International Union for the Conservation of Nature), 2007) B) The 5 main geographic regions of C. 

oreganus occurrence in British Columbia, shown in red (spatial data provided by O. Dyer, British Columbia Ministry of Environment 

and Climate Change Strategy). 
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Chapter 2: Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq) panel 

development and application to minimally-invasive DNA samples to support 

studies in molecular ecology 

2.1 Background 

 Massively parallel DNA sequencing (MPS) technologies (also referred to as next-

generation or high-throughput sequencing) have made possible the ability to collect genome-

wide data in model and non-model organisms alike (Hunter et al., 2018). These tools have 

enabled a transition from population genetics to population genomics, which has expanded the 

scope and improved the precision of studies in ecology, evolution and conservation (Luikart et 

al., 2003). For example, MPS has facilitated the identification and genotyping of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), allowing researchers to investigate evidence of local 

adaptation in natural populations (Savolainen et al., 2013) , use environmental DNA (eDNA) 

samples to detect the presence of species in an ecosystem (Bohmann et al., 2014) , and 

incorporate genome-wide and locus-specific data into conservation unit delimitation (Funk et al., 

2012).  

 Historically, minimally-invasive and non-invasive DNA sampling has been used 

extensively across wildlife studies (Adams et al., 2003; Barba et al., 2010; Bellemain et al., 

2005; Kersey & Dehnhard, 2014; Lukacs & Burnham, 2005). These types of sample collection 

allow researchers to limit contact and avoid disturbing species under investigation, while still 

collecting valuable genetic and ecological information. Minimally-invasive sampling is 

especially useful for studying organisms that are elusive and dangerous, as well as those where 

direct handling is unethical, such as species with elevated conservation status (Taberlet et al., 

1999). Depending on the species being studied, many types of minimally or non-invasive 

samples have been used in genetic studies including hair, scat, and feathers (Beja‐Pereira et al., 

2009). 

 While there are merits to employing minimally-invasive sampling, its use in population 

genomic studies presents challenges (Russello et al., 2015; Andrews et al., 2018). Minimally-

invasive samples typically provide DNA of poor quality and lower quantity relative to more 

traditional starting materials (e.g. tissue, blood). DNA degradation begins shortly after sampling, 

shedding, or death and can be exacerbated by environmental conditions, including temperature, 
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pH, humidity, and exposure to UV radiation (Poinar et al., 1996). Moreover, minimally- and 

non- invasive samples are typically contaminated by exogenous DNA from non-target organisms 

(Taberlet et al., 1999; Carroll et al., 2018); for example, contemporary fecal samples may be 

comprised of >95% microbial DNA (Perry et al., 2010; Chiou & Bergey, 2018). 

 Given these limitations, minimally-invasive samples often are problematic for use with 

many MPS approaches. Modern genotyping-by-sequencing approaches, such as restriction site-

associated DNA sequencing (RADseq; Baird et al. 2008), work most efficiently with large 

amounts of intact starting material, which is often unattainable from minimally-invasive samples. 

The potentially degraded nature of DNA extracted from minimally-invasive samples can further 

disrupt the functionality of a restriction digest, as they may lack intact enzyme recognition sites, 

and thus, fail to create fragments with the restriction site as expected (Graham et al., 2015). 

Fragments without a restriction site present can then increase the number of low-quality 

sequencing reads in a dataset, which can reduce the number of SNPs identified, lower site 

coverage after quality filtering, and ultimately render data unusable (Graham et al., 2015).  

Moreover, any exogenous DNA present within minimally-invasive samples will also be digested 

and sequenced along with target DNA, further diminishing efficiency.  

 To increase the viability of minimally-invasive samples and similar lower quality DNA 

samples for use with MPS, several approaches exist that target species-specific DNA for 

sequencing. These methods include DNA capture, SNP genotyping assays (e.g. Taqman™) and 

amplicon sequencing (reviewed in Meek & Larson 2019), all of which selectively capture and 

enrich targeted DNA sequences prior to sequencing and/or genotyping (Ekblom & Galindo, 

2011; Carroll et al., 2018). By selecting a limited number of regions in the genome to target, 

resulting genotypic data are typically of high coverage and informativeness for population 

genetic analyses. As PCR-based enrichment does not require intact restriction-sites or large 

amounts of starting material, such methods are useful for sequencing minimally-invasive 

samples (Carroll et al., 2018).  

 One such PCR-based targeted capture method for library preparation is Genotyping-in-

Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq; Campbell et al. 2015). GT-seq is a multiplexed amplicon 

sequencing method that allows for the simultaneous genotyping of hundreds of SNPs across 

thousands of individuals in a single library, making library preparation simple and cost-effective. 

Although amplification success may vary among samples and loci in multiplex PCR reactions 
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(Andrews et al., 2018), GT-seq has been found to amplify consistently, with very little 

genotyping error as compared to genotypes collected for the same samples with TaqMan assays 

(Campbell et al., 2015). In conjunction with overall amplification success, GT-seq has great 

potential for use with minimally-invasive samples given that it uses species-specific primers that 

can help circumvent potential sample contamination, as well as degradation.  

 Here we tested the efficacy of GT-seq when applied to minimally-invasive samples, 

using as a case study, cloacal swab DNA collected for the Western Rattlesnake (Crotalus 

oreganus). This venomous species is distributed through out western North America from 

southern British Columbia (BC), Canada to northern Mexico; in Canada the Western Rattlesnake 

is classified as ‘threatened’ by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 

(COSEWIC). Major threats to this species’ persistence include road mortality and direct 

persecution, as well as habitat loss and fragmentation due to urban and agricultural development. 

The Canadian range of Western Rattlesnakes is restricted to five distinct geographical regions in 

BC separated by stretches of unsuitable habitat (Figure 1; COSEWIC 2015). The absence of 

information on the genetic diversity and population connectivity of this species has limited the 

effectiveness of wildlife management strategies. 

 As a venomous snake of elevated conservation status, minimally-invasive cloacal swab 

sampling is a preferred method for DNA collection from Western Rattlesnakes, as it reduces 

handling time and is less invasive than drawing blood. Whereas blood sampling requires specific 

training and procedures (Stephens et al., 2010), cloacal swabs can be obtained more readily in 

the field and by a single individual (Lanci et al., 2012). Previous studies have validated the use of 

cloacal swab samples and shed skins as alternative DNA sources to blood for collecting 

genotypic data in reptile species (Miller, 2006; Stephens et al., 2010; Lanci et al., 2012; Jones et 

al., 2008). In particular, cloacal swab DNA samples from Western Rattlesnakes have been found 

to provide microsatellite data consistent to that of high-quality blood samples (Ford et al., 2017). 

 The primary objective of this study was to assess the utility of GT-seq for collecting 

genomic data from minimally-invasive samples. As no previous genomic information was 

available for the Western Rattlesnake, RADseq data was collected from high-quality, 

geographically-representative blood samples for initial SNP discovery. From these data, an 

optimized panel of markers for use in GT-seq was identified and the resulting genotypic data 

were compared to RADseq data generated for the same set of individuals. This design enabled us 
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to directly evaluate the quality of data from our GT-seq panel relative to RADseq data in terms 

of genotyping error rate and consistency, as well as to investigate potential causes for 

discordance. Furthermore, we examined congruence between population-level metrics of genetic 

diversity calculated both genome-wide with RADseq and with an optimized GT-seq panel. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Sample Collection  

 Blood (n = 65) and cloacal swab (n = 18) samples were collected at den sites, while snake 

shed (n=4) and roadkill tissue (n = 17) samples were collected opportunistically within four 

major regions across the Western Rattlesnake range in BC, Canada (Thompson-Nicola (KAM), 

Vernon (VER), Okanagan-Similkameen (SOK) Grand Forks (GF)), as well as in Washington 

(WA), USA (Figure 1; TableS1). Blood samples were obtained by inserting a sterile syringe into 

the caudal vein of a snake, drawing 0.1 mL of blood, and then directly transferring the sample to 

1 mL of Longmire lysis buffer (Longmire et al., 1997) for preservation at 4°C. Cloacal samples 

were collected by gently inserting a sterile cotton-tipped swab (Puritan Medical Products, USA) 

into the cloacal vent, located on the ventral side of the snake near the tail, and then slowly 

rotating it 5-10 times. As with blood samples, cloacal swabs were then preserved in 1 mL of 

Longmire lysis buffer (Longmire et al., 1997) at 4°C. Both shed and roadkill tissue samples were 

collected and stored at -80°C and -20°C, respectively. Sample collection took place under 

Thompson Rivers University Animal Ethics File No. 101547, BC Ministry of Environment Park 

Use Permit No. 108794, and the British Columbia Wildlife Act (PE15- 171661) 

2.2.2 DNA Extraction  

 Whole genomic DNA was extracted from the blood and roadkill tissue samples using a 

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s protocols (including RNAse A 

treatment) with only slight variations for the shed and cloacal swab samples. For snake shed 

DNA samples, ~160–180 mg of each shed underwent a surface clean with a 3% bleach solution. 

After bleach treatment, sheds were then washed with ethanol and left to air dry completely. Once 

dry, sheds were manually pulverized and placed into 2 mL tubes. Proteinase K and lysis buffer 

were added to each tube and samples were incubated for 48 hours at 56°C. The rest of the 

extraction procedure followed the manufacturer’s protocol. 
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 For the cloacal swab samples, the entire cotton tip of each cloacal swab sample was 

removed from the wood applicator and placed into 2 mL tubes. Samples were incubated with 

Proteinase K and lysis buffer for 30 minutes at 56°C. The rest of the extraction process followed 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Once eluted, all DNA extracts were quantified using a Qubit 3.0 

Fluorometer and the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity DNA Quant Kit (Invitrogen). 

2.2.3 Restriction Site-Associated DNA Sequencing (RADseq) 

 We conducted RADseq for 51 blood (48 individuals with 3 in duplicate) and 4 shed DNA 

samples collected from across the BC distribution to identify and genotype SNPs following 

(Baird et al., 2008) with modifications reported in Lemay & Russello (2015). Briefly, 200-500 

ng of genomic DNA was digested with SbfI for each sample, and then P1 adapters containing 

unique barcodes were ligated. After ligation, samples were pooled and sheared using a Biorupter 

(Diagenode). Once DNA was fragmented, it underwent size selection for a range of 300-600 bp 

with a Pippin Prep (Sage Science). P2 adapters were then ligated, and the final pool was 

amplified and size selected for 300-650 bp fragments. The resulting library was sequenced using 

one full lane of Illumina HiSeq 2500 paired-end 125-bp sequencing at the McGill University and 

Génome Québec Innovation Centre. 

2.2.4 SNP Discovery 

 Resulting raw sequencing reads were processed using a workflow implemented in 

STACKS version 2.0 beta 8 (Catchen et al., 2013). First, overall data quality was assessed using 

FastQC (Andrews, 2010). Then, raw reads were trimmed to 100 bp and separated according to 

the P1 barcodes using process_radtags. This process also discarded low quality reads (phred 

score of <10) and those reads without the SbfI cut site present. Next, the clone_filter module was 

used to eliminate PCR duplicates by comparing paired end reads and removing additional sets of 

identical matching reads. After filtering for clones, six parameter sets were tested to determine 

the sensitivity of the data to parameter choices for the ustacks and cstacks modules of the 

STACKS pipeline (M = 2,3; n = 1,2,3). As the number of variant sites, inbreeding coefficients, 

and nucleotide diversity measures were similar across all tests (data not shown), it was 

determined that the data were insensitive to parameter choice and a middling set was used for 

data analysis (described below).  
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 The STACKS m parameter was set such that a minimum of 3 reads (m = 3) was required 

to create a locus in the ustacks module. At this stage, only the forward reads were run to identify 

RAD tag loci within individual samples, and a maximum of 3 mismatching nucleotides were 

allowed between stacks (M = 3). Then, using the cstacks module, a de novo catalog of RAD tags 

was created with a maximum of 2 mismatches between sampled loci (n = 2).  After catalog 

formation, sets of stacks for each individual were matched to the catalog with the sstacks 

module. To incorporate the paired-end reads for later analysis, the tsv2bam module transposed 

the data so that gstacks could align the reverse reads to existing RAD tags and assemble paired-

end contigs. The populations module was run to further filter SNPs across all 55 samples 

genotyped. We retained the first SNP per locus (-- write_single_SNP) and required all loci to be 

present in at least 80% of individuals (-r 0.8) in all five populations (-p 5), with a minor allele 

frequency greater than 0.05 (--min-maf 0.05) and lnl cutoff of -10 (--lnl_lim -10). SNPs were 

output into VCF and GENEPOP (Rousset, 2008) files for further filtering and analysis, and the 

resulting SNP dataset was filtered for quality using VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011). Quality 

parameters aimed to retain loci with exactly two alleles, a minimum site depth of 10 (--min-

meanDP 10), a maximum site depth of 100 (min-meanDP 100), and no more than 30 percent 

missing data (--max-missing 0.3). 

2.2.5 SNP Filtering and Panel Selection 

 Once SNPs were called using STACKS and subsequently filtered for site quality, the 

entire dataset was then filtered for outliers, or those SNPs potentially under selection. Using the 

Fst-outlier detection method as implemented in Bayescan 2.0 (Foll & Gaggiotti, 2008), we 

identified and removed those SNP loci with q-values <0.20. To avoid introducing any bias in this 

analysis due to small sample size, we excluded the samples from the Grand Forks region (n = 4) 

(Figure 1). Next, we tested the resulting dataset for SNPs that deviated from Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium (HWE) with the ( --hardy) function employed in VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011). 

This was completed for each population independently (Thompson-Nicola, Vernon, Okanagan-

Similkameen, and Washington), again excluding Grand Forks. Those SNPs with p values < 0.05 

in two or more populations were excluded from our dataset. These filtering parameters were 

intentionally stringent and allowed for the retention of SNPs representative of neutral genetic 

variation. 
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 After filtering for deviation from HWE, we calculated genotyping error using the three 

blood samples that each had two replicates. Genotyping error, in this case, was calculated as the 

proportion of discordant genotypes across all loci where both replicate samples were genotyped. 

SNP loci where the genotypes were either discordant or had missing data in one or both 

replicates for each pair of repeated blood samples were then removed from the dataset. The 

removal of these SNPs allowed for increased confidence that the SNPs chosen for our GT-seq 

panel would consistently provide genotypes in future sequencing runs. 

  To facilitate primer design, our SNP dataset was then filtered for locus position on the 

associated paired end contigs as assembled in STACKS. Due to the variation and incomplete 

overlap of our 100 bp forward and reverse sequencing reads, only those SNPs located between 

the 25th and 75th base pairs of the contigs were retained in order to increase confidence in the 

DNA sequence surrounding the SNPs, and to allow for sufficient flanking regions to ultimately 

design primers. To verify that selecting SNPs by position would not bias estimates of population 

genetic parameters, we compared average values of the inbreeding coefficient (Gis), observed 

and expected heterozygosity, and effective number of alleles for included populations as 

calculated with GENODIVE (Meirmans & Van Tienderen, 2004) relative to those found based 

on the full RADseq dataset, with no effect found (data not shown). We also compared mean 

minor allele frequency and the proportion of missing data across all SNP sites within populations 

as calculated with VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) (data not shown).  

 After comparing the genetic diversity estimates across the various SNP datasets, we 

sorted our dataset by base pair position and selected the first 500 SNPs starting at the first SNP 

located at base pair 40. Then, all pairs of loci were assessed for evidence of linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) using a Fisher’s exact test as implemented in GENEPOP version 4.7 

(Rousset, 2008). We removed one locus from each pair exhibiting LD (p < 0.05) after 

performing a Benjamini-Hochberg correction using the p.adjust function in R (R Core Team, 

2019). The full RAD tag sequences associated with the resulting subset of SNPs were then sent 

to GTseek LLC (https://gtseek.com/) for locus-specific primer design. 

2.2.6 GT-seq Primer Design 

 Upon receipt of the locus-specific forward and reverse primer sequences, we incorporated 

Illumina sequencing primer binding sites from the IDT unique dual-index adapters to create the 

complete PCR1 primers. For PCR2, custom primers containing Illumina adapter sequences were 
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designed based upon the IDT for Illumina Truseq unique dual index adapter sequences and the 

six base-pair barcode sequences from the original GT-seq paper (Campbell et al., 2015). Ninety-

six i5 and fifteen i7 primer sequences were subsequently designed, allowing for the simultaneous 

genotyping of up to 1440 individual samples (Supplementary Data File 1). 

2.2.7 GT-seq Test Library Preparation 

 To test the efficacy of using GT-seq for genotyping minimally-invasive samples, an 

initial test library was prepared for a total of 96 samples, including blood (n = 68), cloacal (n = 

9), and roadkill tissue (n = 19) samples. The purpose of this first test was to determine how well 

samples amplified with the GT-seq method relative to RADseq and to optimize our panel of 

SNPs to avoid unwanted PCR artefacts and amplification biases. This library had a multi-layered 

design, facilitating comparisons of sequencing data on multiple scales including within and 

among sequencing methods and sample types (Figure 2). To assess genotyping error within GT-

seq, a total of six samples had 2 replicates each (3 blood, 2 tissue, and 1 cloacal). Of these 

samples, the 3 blood samples that were repeated within the RADseq library also were replicated 

within the GT-seq library, allowing for a direct comparison of genotyping error across 

sequencing methods. To compare the quality of sequencing data across sample types both within 

GT-seq and across methods, we included seven pairs of blood and cloacal samples collected 

from the same individual in our GT-seq library. Additionally, 44 of the 68 blood samples we 

included in our GT-seq test library were previously sequenced using RADseq, allowing us to 

directly compare genotype consistency across methods. We further assessed genotype 

consistency between the cloacal samples genotyped with GT-seq and corresponding blood 

samples genotyped with RADseq.  

  Library preparation generally followed the protocol of Campbell et al. (2015) with some 

modifications to the original procedure. For PCR1, DNA samples with concentrations over ~30 

ng/ul were diluted to 15ng/ul to help avoid the preferential amplification of samples with high 

DNA concentrations. One plate was then run per primer pool and 3 uL of each resulting product 

was pooled together and diluted 1:10 for use in PCR2. Resulting PCR2 products were 

normalized using a SequelPrep Normalization kit (Thermofisher) and 10 uL of sample from each 

individual was pooled into a plate library. The plate library was purified using a MinElute PCR 

Purification Kit (Qiagen) and eluted into a final volume of 22 uL. The library was sequenced 

using a single lane of Illumina MiSeq paired-end 150 bp sequencing at the McGill University 
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and Génome Québec Innovation Centre.Whole genomic DNA was extracted from the blood and 

roadkill tissue samples using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s 

protocols (including RNAse A treatment) with only slight variations for the shed and cloacal 

swab samples. For snake shed DNA samples, ~160–180 mg of each shed underwent a surface 

clean with a 3% bleach solution. After bleach treatment, sheds were then washed with ethanol 

and left to air dry completely. Once dry, sheds were manually pulverized and placed into 2 mL 

tubes. Proteinase K and lysis buffer were added to each tube and samples were incubated for 48 

hours at 56°C. The rest of the extraction procedure followed the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 For the cloacal swab samples, the entire cotton tip of each cloacal swab sample was 

removed from the wood applicator and placed into 2 mL tubes. Samples were incubated with 

Proteinase K and lysis buffer for 30 minutes at 56°C. The rest of the extraction process followed 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Once eluted, all DNA extracts were quantified using a Qubit 3.0 

Fluorometer and the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity DNA Quant Kit (Invitrogen). 

2.2.8 GT-seq Genotyping and Primer Pool Optimization 

 Raw sequencing data were demultiplexed and genotyped using the GT-seq pipeline 

available on GitHub (https://github.com/GTseq/GTseq-Pipeline). The GTseq_Genotyper_v3.pl 

script was used to call genotypes for each individual sample and then 

GTseq_GenoCompile_v3.pl was used to compile all the individual genotype files into one. 

Locus-specific primer optimization was completed by running the GTseq_SeqTest.pl and 

GTseq_Primer-Interaction-Test.pl scripts on the entire set of raw sequencing data. The SeqTest 

script counted the number of raw sequencing reads that contained the forward primer associated 

with each locus to identify those loci that were overrepresented and preferentially amplified 

during PCR. The Primer-Interaction-Test script counted the occurrence of various primer 

interactions creating PCR artefacts or primer dimers. Once identified, those primers that were 

either overrepresented or demonstrated significant interactions were removed from the PCR1 

primer pool. After primer pool optimization, a second GT-seq library was prepared for the same 

96 samples, as described above, as well as for the 4 shed samples previously genotyped with 

RADseq and 10 cloacal swab samples each with 2 technical replicates (n =120). Library 

preparation followed the same procedure as the first test library, however the PCR1 primer pools 

were re-made to only include the optimized panel of primers. 

https://github.com/GTseq/GTseq-Pipeline
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2.2.9 Genotype Error/Concordance 

 Prior to making comparisons between genotyping methods and calculating genotyping 

error, SNP loci and samples with >30% missing data and minor allele frequencies <0.05 were 

removed from the GT-seq dataset. These parameters were used to mirror the quality parameters 

initially employed to select SNPs for the GT-seq panel from the RADseq data. The loci retained 

after this filtering (n = 311 loci; see “Results” section) were then extracted from the RADseq 

dataset (hereafter referred to as “RADseq_311”). This allowed for direct comparisons of 

genotyping error across the same subset of SNPs genotyped with both sequencing methods using 

the same approaches described above.  

2.2.10 Population Diversity Estimates 

 To further evaluate the utility of using GT-seq for population genetic analysis, estimates 

of genetic diversity within and among populations of Western Rattlesnakes in BC were 

compared across the filtered GT-seq and RADseq_311 datasets, as well as the full RADseq 

dataset of 9568 loci (see “Results” section; hereafter referred to as “RADseq_9568”). Only those 

individuals genotyped with both methods, were included in this analysis (n = 41). For each 

dataset, we estimated the effective number of alleles (Eff_Ar), observed/expected heterozygosity 

(Ho/Hs), and inbreeding coefficients (Gis) as implemented in GENODIVE (Meirmans & Van 

Tienderen, 2004). Average minor allele frequency and missing data were also calculated across 

all loci using PLINK version 1.90 beta 4.9 (Purcell et al., 2007). To assess among population 

genetic differentiation, estimates of pairwise θ (Weir & Cockerham, 1984) were calculated using 

GENETIX v 4.05 (Belkhir et al., 2004) with 2000 permutations to test for significance. We 

compared the inferred number and discreteness of genetic units in our study region across 

datasets using the Bayesian clustering method implemented in STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 

2000). We used an admixture model with correlated allele frequencies and a run length of 

1,000,000 MCMC replicates after a burn-in period of 500,000. The most likely number of 

clusters (K) was determined by varying K from 1 to 7 with 10 iterations per value of K and 

implementing the ΔK method (Evanno et al., 2005) using STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl & 

vonHoldt, 2012) keeping in mind the bias towards K = 2 (Janes et al., 2017). We also plotted the 

log probability of the data ln Pr(X|K) (Pritchard et al., 2000) across the range of K values, with 

optimal K selected where ln Pr(X|K) plateaued as suggested in the STRUCTURE manual. 
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Results for the identified optimal values of K were summarized using CLUMPP (Jakobsson & 

Rosenberg, 2007) and visualized using DISTRUCT (Rosenberg, 2004). 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 RADseq, SNP Discovery and Panel Selection 

 Our RADseq library yielded 550,266,898 reads that were retained after demultiplexing 

and discarding reads with ambiguous barcodes and low quality. Each sample (n = 55) had an 

average of 10,004,853 reads. De novo assembly in STACKS generated 157,008 RAD tags, from 

which 9,933 SNPs were identified after filtering with the populations module (average read 

depth = 35.2). From the initial set of SNPs called, 196 failed to meet site quality criteria, 104 

were flagged as outliers, and 65 deviated from Hardy-Weinberg, resulting in 9568 SNPs for 

further filtering. Overall, this dataset had an average of 4.72% missing data (n=55) with an 

average of 0.00% missing data for the shed samples (n=4) and 5.09% for the blood samples 

(n=51). The average proportion of genotyping error across the 3 repeated blood samples in the 

RADseq dataset was 0.80%. A total of 1287 SNPs that exhibited either genotype discordance or 

missing data in any of the replicate comparisons were then removed from the dataset, leaving 

8281 markers for subsequent filtering and GT-seq panel selection. Of the 500 candidate SNPs 

selected after filtering and evaluation, 488 loci were retained after tests for LD and primers were 

successfully designed for 393 loci (Supplementary Data Files 1-2). Following the results from 

the initial MiSeq run and primer pool optimization, we removed 31 loci, leaving a final GT-seq 

panel of 362 SNPs (Supplementary Data Files 1-2). 

2.3.2 GT-seq SNP Genotyping 

 After filtering for missing data and minor allele frequency, a total of 311 SNPs and 103 

samples remained in our GT-seq dataset (average read depth = 185.1) with an average of 4.49 % 

missing data overall. Genotyping success was neither dependent on initial DNA sample 

concentration nor DNA sample type (e.g. blood, roadkill tissue, shed, or cloacal swab (Figures 

S1-S2; Table S2). Of the 16 repeated samples included in the GT-seq library design, three 

samples had one of two replicates fail to amplify likely due to PCR error, leaving three samples 

(2 blood and 11 cloacal) to be used for calculating genotyping error. For those SNPs where both 

replicates were successfully genotyped, the mean percent genotyping error was 0.5%. No 
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genotyping error was detected for the replicated blood samples, while genotyping error was 

0.62% for the replicated cloacal samples. Six of the seven pairs of cloacal and blood samples 

collected from the same individuals amplified successfully and met quality filtering criteria; the 

average genotyping discordance across these comparisons was 1.37%. 

2.3.3 Genotype Concordance Between RADseq and GT-seq 

 After quality filtering, 49 of the 55 samples included in the final GT-seq library for direct 

genotype comparisons to RADseq were retained in our dataset (41 blood, 6 cloacal, 2 sheds). 

Overall, the mean proportion of genotype discordance between genotyping methods for all 49 

samples was 2.53%. For the blood samples genotyped with both sequencing methods (n = 41), 

the average genotype discordance was 2.63%, and for the shed samples (n = 2) the average 

discordance was 1.68%. For the cloacal samples genotyped with GT-seq that had corresponding 

data collected from blood samples genotyped with RADseq (n = 6), the average genotype 

discordance was 2.10%.  

2.3.4 Population Diversity Estimates and Individual Ancestry Estimation 

 All three datasets (GT-seq, RADseq_311, RADseq_9568) yielded similar estimates of 

within population diversity across all sites (Thompson-Nicola, Okanagan-Similkameen, Vernon, 

Washington) (Table 1). In general, the GT-seq dataset tended to have slightly higher values of 

observed/expected heterozygosity, as well as more negative inbreeding coefficients (Table 1). 

Estimates of pairwise θ across all four populations were also similar between the GT-seq and 

RADseq_9568 datasets (Table 2). The clustering analysis implemented in STRUCTURE 

revealed an optimal value of K = 3 (ΔK: GT-seq = 303.3, RADseq_311 = 424.1, RADseq_9568 

= 1049.9; Table S3) and produced congruent patterns of individual ancestry and population 

structure across all three datasets (Figure 3). 

2.4 Discussion 

 Here, we demonstrated for the first time that GT-seq, a genotyping by multiplexed 

amplicon sequencing approach, can be effectively applied to minimally-invasive samples. The 

genotypic data generated with our optimized GT-seq panel were consistent with data generated 

with RADseq for the same subset of loci (i.e. RADseq_311). Moreover, estimates of genetic 

diversity and population structure based on both reduced SNP datasets (GT-seq, RADseq_311) 
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were representative of the signal in the full RADseq_9568 dataset. While most genotypes 

collected were identical across methods for the same individuals, there was a small proportion of 

genotype discordance (2.57%). Virtually all cases of genotype mismatching (86.0%) across 

methods were due to allelic dropout in the RADseq genotypes relative to GT-seq at the same 

loci. 

 Given the genotyping error rates within each method (GT-seq = 0.50%; RADseq = 

0.80%), it is unlikely that the genotype discordance found across datasets was due to sequencing 

error. Rather, the observed discrepancies between GT-seq and RADseq genotypes may be 

attributed to differences in how the genotypes were called by each method (Nielsen et al., 2011; 

Hess et al., 2015). For the data generated with RADseq, SNPs were simultaneously identified 

and genotyped using the STACKS pipeline, which uses a multinomial maximum-likelihood 

framework to estimate the sequencing error rate at a nucleotide and then to assign the most likely 

genotype at that locus (Hohenlohe et al., 2010; Catchen et al., 2013). For loci where one 

genotype is not significantly more likely than the other based upon a likelihood ratio test, no 

genotype is inferred. This inherently removes sites with insufficient sequencing depth from the 

dataset on a per site basis, allowing for genotypes to be called at variable levels of read coverage. 

For GT-seq, genotypes were called by calculating the allele ratios at a given SNP locus 

(Campbell et al., 2015), rather than through a maximum-likelihood model as used in STACKS. 

Loci with allele ratios >10, <0.1, or between 2 and 5 were classified as homozygous for allele 1, 

homozygous for allele 2, or heterozygous, respectively. Sites with less than 10x sequencing 

depth were not assigned a genotype, requiring a greater depth of coverage for calling genotypes 

than the model employed by STACKS.      

 Accordingly, the pattern of allelic dropout observed in the genotypes from the RADseq 

dataset may be due to the specific SNP calling model used for identifying and genotyping SNPs 

with STACKS. The default SNP calling model allows the estimated sequencing error parameter 

to vary such that the maximum-likelihood of a genotype can have an unrealistically high error 

rate (Catchen et al., 2013). This can cause sites that have alternative alleles present to be 

identified as homozygous with an excessive error rate, rather than called as heterozygous.  

Therefore, those loci genotyped as heterozygous in GT-seq and homozygous in RADseq may 

actually have been heterozygous in the latter; but were misidentified as homozygous due to the 

SNP calling model treating the alternative alleles as error rather than true polymorphism. In fact, 
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preliminary comparisons of the RADseq data genotyped using the GT-seq workflow revealed a 

lower percent allelic dropout rate (73.2%) relative to the GT-seq genotypes than exhibited by the 

RADseq data genotyped using the STACKS workflow (86.0%) (data not shown). Interestingly, 

genotypic discordance (2.27%) was observed in the same RADseq data genotyped by the two 

different workflows (GTseq v. STACKS), further suggesting that variation in the SNP calling 

models may be playing a role (data not shown). Although slight, the discrepancies found 

between genotypes in this study highlight the importance of carefully considering the models 

selected for calling SNPs, especially for use in targeted genotyping.     

 When it comes to designing GT-seq studies for use with minimally-invasive sampling, 

there are several important considerations for SNP panel selection and optimization. First, 

genomic information for the organism under investigation is needed from which SNPs can be 

selected. Ideally, a reference genome would be used to select SNPs for a GT-seq panel to 

facilitate assembly and map targeted loci to enable connectibility among studies. However, as 

many non-model organisms do not yet have high-quality reference genomes, de novo SNP 

identification can be suitable for panel selection (Davey et al., 2011; Kraus et al., 2015; Senn et 

al., 2013; Lew et al., 2015; Bayerl et al., 2018). In particular, de novo reference assemblies 

should be generated from a set of high-quality samples from the species of interest, such as blood 

or tissue. This allows for the selection of a subset of species-specific markers based upon 

stringent parameters for high coverage and limited missing data. Given that high-quality DNA 

samples are not always accessible for many organisms, pre-established SNP marker datasets or 

panels from other studies or databases for the same organism can also be adapted for use with 

GT-seq (Hess et al., 2015). Additionally, SNP panel selection is dependent upon the questions 

being addressed by a particular study. In cases where the resulting data are intended for 

population genetic analysis, it may be ideal to choose SNP markers that encompass neutral 

genetic variation in the context of the sampled populations. For other studies where more 

diagnostic panels are appropriate, those loci with high θ values or flagged as candidates under 

selection may be preferentially selected for a SNP panel (Russello et al., 2012; Hess et al., 2015). 

In this study, we chose SNPs that were variable in all sampled populations and genotyped in at 

least 80 percent of individuals per population, excluding those that were candidates for selection 

and that deviated from Hardy Weinberg and linkage equilibria. These filtering parameters were 
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used to minimize ascertainment bias in our panel selection (Carlson et al., 2003) and help ensure 

the neutrality of selected SNPs. 

 Overall, we have shown that GT-seq provides an effective approach for genotyping 

minimally-invasive samples, providing accurate and precise estimates of within- and among 

population diversity metrics relative to a companion RADseq dataset. Although initial SNP 

discovery and panel optimization are required, GT-seq provides a scalable approach that 

effectively harnesses the various throughput capacities of MPS. In that regard, thousands of 

individuals can be genotyped at hundreds of SNPs using a single lane of Illumnia HiSeq to 

support a large-scale study (Campbell et al., 2015), or alternatively, smaller numbers of samples 

can be added to an existing database to support long-term population monitoring or wildlife 

forensic applications taking advantage of a MiSeq spike or other low-throughput MPS methods. 

Importantly, the targeted, multiplex amplicon sequencing approach harnessed by GT-seq can be 

effectively applied to low quality DNA samples, minimizing the inefficiencies presented by 

exogenous DNA typically found in minimally-invasive samples and continuing the expansion of 

molecular ecology and conservation genetics in the genomics era. 
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Figure 2.1. Western Rattlesnake species range in British Columbia, Canada (shaded) and 

Washington, USA (approximate; dotted line), including sample distribution from sites in: 

Thompson-Nicola (KAM;  n = 14), Vernon (VER; n = 30), Okanagan-Similkameen (SOK; n = 

40), Grand Forks (GF; n = 4), and Washington (WA; n = 16). Within region sample locations are 

represented by circles with the various colors indicating sample type noted in legend.  
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Figure 2.2. Library designs for A) RADseq and B) GT-seq. Included samples selected to 

facilitate within and among method genotype comparisons.  
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Figure 2.3.  STRUCTURE barplots displaying inferred clustering and individual ancestry 

estimation of Western Rattlesnakes (n = 41) for all 3 datasets (GT-seq, RADseq_311, 

RADseq_9568) across all sampled regions (population acronyms as in Figure 1). Each different 

color in the plots represents a distinct genetic cluster and each vertical bar represents the 

proportion of ancestry of a single individual to the different genetic clusters. 
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Table 2.1.  Population genetic diversity estimates within and among sampled populations across 

methods and dataset sizes, including estimates of mean effective number of alleles (Eff_Ar), 

mean observed heterozygosity (Ho), mean expected heterozygosity within populations (Hs), and 

mean inbreeding coefficient (Gis). 

Population 
Genotyping 

Method 

No. 

SNPs 
Eff_Ar Ho Hs Gis 

Thompson- Nicola  

(n = 7) 

RADseq 9568 1.376 0.223 0.239 0.068 

RADseq 311 1.381 0.209 0.239 0.125 

GT-seq 311 1.393 0.233 0.248 0.06 

Okanagan-Similkameen 

(n = 10) 

RADseq 9568 1.53 0.324 0.328 0.012 

RADseq 311 1.527 0.318 0.327 0.028 

GT-seq 311 1.55 0.34 0.338 -0.006 

Washington (n = 11) 

RADseq 9568 1.541 0.318 0.332 0.044 

RADseq 311 1.566 0.346 0.344 -0.005 

GT-seq 311 1.567 0.355 0.344 -0.033 

Vernon (n = 13) 

RADseq 9568 1.426 0.253 0.263 0.035 

RADseq 311 1.455 0.271 0.28 0.032 

GT-seq 311 1.467 0.289 0.284 -0.017 

Overall (n = 41) 

RADseq 9568 1.411 0.279 0.291 0.039 

RADseq 311 1.423 0.286 0.298 0.04 

GT-seq 311 1.436 0.304 0.304 -0.001 
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Table 2.2.  Pairwise estimates of θ (Weir & Cockerham 1984) for all four sampled populations 

of Western Rattlesnakes across all three data sets (GT-seq_311, RAD_311, RAD_9568). All 

pairwise comparisons were significant (p <0.05) with 2000 permutations.  Population acronyms 

as in Figure 1. 

Dataset 

Population Comparisons 

KAM v SOK KAM v WA KAM v VER SOK v WA SOK v VER VER v WA 

GT-seq_311 0.208 0.225 0.317 0.079 0.149 0.20 

RADseq_311 0.225 0.227 0.330 0.084 0.162 0.204 

RADseq_9568 0.212 0.210 0.306 0.083 0.179 0.193 
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Chapter 3: Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing reveals marked 

population structure in Western Rattlesnakes to inform conservation status 

3.1 Background 

 Habitat loss and degradation are two of the main threats affecting the persistence of 

global biodiversity (Magin et al., 1994; Purvis et al., 2000). Anthropogenic disturbances such as 

residential and commercial development, roads, agriculture, and forestry can lead to large areas 

of formerly intact habitat becoming isolated and disconnected over time. As a result, populations 

often are reduced in size and exhibit low population connectivity with a decreased capacity for 

individuals to disperse (Pease et al., 1989). Gene flow among subpopulations is then interrupted, 

which limits the ability for isolated subpopulations to maintain levels of genetic diversity found 

in connected populations. Without sufficient genetic variation, populations of a species are 

unable to adapt in the face of stochasticity, making them more vulnerable to extinction 

(Frankham, 2003). Over time, the extinction of multiple isolated sub-populations can contribute 

to overall decline in population size and erosion of genetic diversity. As a result, species 

distributed across isolated populations often are of elevated conservation concern. 

 By evaluating patterns of genetic diversity and gene flow, genetic studies play an 

important role in understanding population connectivity among geographically-isolated 

populations, especially for rare species or those that are at-risk.  In particular, genetic 

assessments can help delineate conservation units that are integral for enforcing legislation and 

prioritizing conservation resources (Funk et al., 2012; Green, 2005). Multiple concepts for 

designating conservation units have been proposed across various contexts, including 

evolutionary significant units (ESUs), that  are based upon historical patterns of genetic 

divergence between populations (Crandall et al., 2000; Ryder, 1986; Waples, 1991), and 

management units (MUs) that  consider contemporary patterns of genetic differentiation among 

populations (Moritz, 1994). In Canada, designatable units (DUs) have been adopted by the 

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) to define biologically 

relevant units for conservation below the species level (Green, 2005). Designatable units are 

determined based upon population discreteness and evolutionary significance, two criteria that 

can be examined using genetic data. According to COSEWIC, population(s) may be considered 

discrete with evidence for genetic distinctiveness, natural geographic disjunction, or occurrence 
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in geographically-varied ecological zones. Once populations are deemed discrete, they can then 

be evaluated for significance, meaning that these populations are integral to the evolutionary 

trajectory of the species and would not be naturally be restored if lost (Environment and Climate 

Change Canada, 2017). Measures of genetic variation and gene flow among populations can 

provide evidence for discreteness, while evolutionary significance of populations can be assessed 

by estimating adaptive divergence (Allendorf et al., 2010).  

 Here, we conducted the first genetic evaluation of the at-risk Western Rattlesnake 

(Crotalus oreganus) across its distribution in British Columbia, which encompasses the 

northernmost extent of the species range. The Western Rattlesnake is a venomous snake found 

along the western portion of North America from southern British Columbia to northern Mexico. 

In Canada, this species is  classified as ‘threatened’ by the federal Species At Risk Act and 

protected under the BC Wildlife Act (COSEWIC, 2015). The Canadian range of this species is 

estimated to encompass 5% of the global population, occurring among five main geographic 

regions in BC (COSEWIC, 2015). These five regions are the Thompson-Nicola, Vernon, 

Okanagan-Similkameen, Midway, and Grand Forks, among which the rattlesnake populations 

are isolated by stretches of unsuitable habitat (Figure 1.1b). The current population size of 

Western Rattlesnakes in the province is not definitively known, but is estimated to be about 

10,000 individuals (COSEWIC, 2015). Moreover, populations are suspected to be declining;  

about 12 percent of all known rattlesnake dens have become extirpated since 1980, and with 

current threats to survival the overall population size is predicted to decline by 30 percent over 

the next 45 years (3 generations) (Southern Interior Reptile Recovery Team, 2016).  

  Major threats to Western Rattlesnake persistence in BC include road mortality (Winton 

et al., 2018), direct persecution, and habitat fragmentation due to agricultural development 

(COSEWIC, 2015). At present, all regions of rattlesnake occurrence in BC are managed as a 

single designatable unit under the COSEWIC Terrestrial Amphibians and Reptiles Faunal 

Province: Intermountain (COSEWIC, 2015). Due to a lack of evidence for distinct behaviour and 

morphology among populations, as well as an absence of genetic information, there has been no 

further investigation into the current delimitation of designatable units for this species in Canada.    

 To help fill this knowledge gap, we used genotypic data collected at an optimized panel 

of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to determine the distribution of genetic variation 

within and among Western Rattlesnake populations across the species range in Canada and 
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Washington (USA). By examining range-wide genetic differentiation among geographically 

isolated populations of rattlesnakes in BC, we tested the hypothesis that patterns of genetic 

structure would align with a priori defined geographic regions. We also inferred fine-scale 

patterns of population structure and connectivity, and quantified genetic diversity within and 

among den sites, allowing us to assess populations for signals of inbreeding and heterozygosity 

loss. Further, we tested for a pattern of sex-biased dispersal among adult rattlesnakes to 

investigate the movement ecology of this species, which can influence population structure and 

connectivity. We then discuss the implications of these results for informing future conservation 

status assessments and conservation management for this species in BC. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study area/ sample collection and distribution 

 Between 2015 and 2017, blood (n = 68), cloacal swab (n = 566), and buccal swab (n = 5) 

samples were collected from 36 den sites from all five regions across the Western Rattlesnake 

range in BC, as well as in Washington State, USA, while snake shed (n = 4) and roadkill tissue 

(n = 115) samples were collected opportunistically (total n = 758) (Figure 3.1). In this study, our 

sampling regions were defined as follows: Thompson-Nicola (KAM), Vernon (VER), the 

Okanagan-Similkameen (SOK), Washington (WA), Midway (RC), and Grand Forks (GF).  

All samples obtained from live snakes were taken with the posterior portion of the animals 

restrained in a plexiglass handling tube (Murphy, 1971). Blood samples were drawn by inserting 

a sterile syringe into the caudal vein of a snake, drawing 0.1mL of blood, and then directly 

transferring the sample to 1mL of Longmire lysis buffer (Longmire et al., 1997) for preservation 

at 4°C. Cloacal samples, which have been shown to provide genotypic data comparable to that of 

blood samples (Ford et al., 2017; Chapter 2), were collected by gently inserting a sterile cotton-

tipped swab into the cloacal vent, located on the ventral side of the snake near the tail, and then 

slowly rotating it 5-10 times. To sample from juvenile and neonate snakes that were too small for 

cloacal sampling, buccal swabs were employed. To collect buccal swabs, a cotton swab was 

gently inserted into the mouth of a snake and slowly rotated for 5-10 seconds, with care taken to 

avoid getting the swab stuck on the fangs of the snake. As with blood samples, buccal and 

cloacal swabs were then preserved in 1mL of Longmire lysis buffer (Longmire et al., 1997) at 

4°C . Shed skins and roadkill tissue samples were collected and stored at -80°C and -20°C, 
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respectively. Sample collection took place under Thompson Rivers University Animal Ethics 

File No. 101547, BC Ministry of Environment Park Use Permit No. 108794, and British 

Columbia Wildlife Act (PE15- 171661). 

3.2.2 DNA Extraction 

 Whole genomic DNA was extracted from the blood and roadkill tissue samples using a 

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s protocols (including RNAse A 

treatment). Only slight variations were applied for the shed, buccal and cloacal swab samples. 

For DNA samples from shed skins, ~160-180 mg of each shed underwent a surface clean with a 

3% bleach solution. After bleach treatment, sheds were then washed with ethanol and left to air 

dry completely. Once dry, sheds were manually pulverized and placed into 2 mL tubes. 

Proteinase K and lysis buffer were added to each tube and samples were incubated for 48 hours 

at 56°C. The rest of the extraction procedure followed the manufacturer’s protocol.   

 For the cloacal and buccal swab samples, DNA was extracted from the lysis buffer in 

which the swabs were stored. 180 uL of buffer from each sample was incubated with 20 uL of 

Proteinase K for 1 hour at 56°C. The rest of the extractions followed the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Once eluted, all DNA extracts were quantified using a Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer and Qubit 

dsDNA High Sensitivity DNA Quant Kit (Invitrogen). 

3.2.3 GT-Seq Library Preparation 

 A Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq) library was used to genotype all 

758 samples at a targeted panel of 362 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers (see 

Chapter 2). A total of 22 samples were repeated to calculate within-library genotyping error. 

Library preparation generally followed the protocol of Campbell et al. (2015) with some 

modifications to the original procedure. For PCR1, one plate was run per primer pool and 3uL of 

each resulting product was pooled together and diluted 1:10 (a total dilution of 1:20) for use in 

PCR2. After each plate of 96 PCR2 products were normalized using a SequelPrep Normalization 

kit (Thermofisher), 10uL of sample from each individual was pooled into a plate library. Plate 

libraries were then quantified and an equimolar amount of each was combined in a single tube. 

This library was purified using a MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and eluted into a final 

volume of 22uL. Library sequencing was completed on a single lane of Illumina HiSeq4000 

paired end 100 sequencing at McGill University and Génome Québec Innovation Centre. 
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3.2.4 GT-seq Genotyping and Genotyping Error 

 A Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq) library was used to genotype all 

758 samples at a targeted panel of 362 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers (see 

Chapter 2). A total of 22 samples were repeated to calculate within-library genotyping error. 

Library preparation generally followed the protocol of Campbell et al. (2015) with some 

modifications to the original procedure. For PCR1, one plate was run per primer pool and 3uL of 

each resulting product was pooled together and diluted 1:10 (a total dilution of 1:20) for use in 

PCR2. After each plate of 96 PCR2 products were normalized using a SequelPrep Normalization 

kit (Thermofisher), 10uL of sample from each individual was pooled into a plate library. Plate 

libraries were then quantified and an equimolar amount of each was combined in a single tube. 

This library was purified using a MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and eluted into a final 

volume of 22uL. Library sequencing was completed on a single lane of Illumina HiSeq4000 

paired end 100 sequencing at McGill University and Génome Québec Innovation Centre. 

 Raw sequencing data were separated into one file per sample and then genotyped using 

the GT-seq pipeline available on GitHub (https://github.com/GTseq/GTseq-Pipeline). The 

GTseq_Genotyper_v3.pl script was used to call genotypes for each individual sample and then 

GTseq_GenoCompile_v3.pl was used to compile all the individual genotype files into one. This 

resulting output file was then converted into PED file format (Purcell et al., 2007) for 

downstream genetic analysis. 

 Prior to conducting genetic analyses, the entire dataset of 758 samples was quality 

filtered and those individuals and SNP loci with >30% missing data and a minor allele frequency 

<0.05 were removed. Genotyping error was calculated for repeated samples where both 

replicates amplified and passed data quality filters. Genotyping error was defined as the 

proportion of discordant genotypes across all loci successfully genotyped for both replicates. To 

reduce bias due to sampling potentially highly related individuals at den sites, ML-RELATE 

(Kalinowski et al., 2006) was used to infer relationships between all individuals. Those 

individuals with an inferred parent as a result of this analysis were subsequently removed from 

the dataset for all population genetic analyses, except those assessing patterns of relatedness. 

3.2.5 Regional Population Differentiation and Connectivity 

 To infer broad scale patterns of population structure across the known geographic 

regions, Bayesian clustering analyses were conducted with STRUCTURE v 2.3.4 (Pritchard et 

https://github.com/GTseq/GTseq-Pipeline
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al., 2000). Ten iterations were run for K 1-8 (the number of a priori geographic regions +2), each 

with a burn-in of 500,000 and a run length of 1,000,000 MCMC steps. The resulting output was 

then summarized using STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl & vonHoldt, 2012). The optimal 

number of genetic clusters (K) was inferred using a combination of the ΔK method (Evanno et 

al., 2005) and by plotting the log probability of the data (Pritchard et al., 2000) to select the 

optimal K where ln Pr(X|K) plateaued (see STRUCTURE manual). For the optimal value of K, 

results were summarized with CLUMPP (Jakobsson & Rosenberg, 2007) and then plotted with 

DISTRUCT v.1.1 (Rosenberg, 2004). Additionally, an Analysis of Molecular Variance 

(AMOVA) was conducted as implemented in ARLEQUIN v.3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer, 2010) to 

investigate the broad scale partitioning of genetic variation within and among detected genetic 

clusters with 10,000 permutations to test for significance. Weir and Cockerham’s estimates of 

pairwise FST and inbreeding coefficients (FIS) also were calculated with GENETIX 4.05 (Belkhir 

et al., 2004) to quantify the amount of genetic differentiation within and among den groups, as 

these estimators are unbiased with regard to sample size (Weir & Cockerham, 1984). 

 To examine the extent and pattern of connectivity across the range we tested for patterns 

of isolation-by-distance (IBD) among geographic regions and den groups using a Mantel test 

(Mantel, 1967) as implemented in the R package ade4 (Dray & Dufour, 2007) with 10,000 

replicates to test for significance. A significant pattern of IBD would indicate that pairs of 

populations that have a smaller geographic distance between them will be less genetically 

different from one another than those separated by a larger geographic distance as a result of 

short-range dispersal of individuals among populations (Wright, 1943). To conduct this test, first, 

the centroid location of each region or den group was determined using the rgeos (Bivand & 

Rundel, 2014) package in R (R Core Team, 2019).  Straight-line distance between centroids was 

then calculated in kilometers with GeographicDistanceMatrixGenerator_v1.2.3 

(http://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/gdmg/download.php) and correlated with 

estimates of pairwise FST. 

3.2.6 Fine Scale Population Structure and Connectivity 

 Subsequent fine-scale analyses included only those samples that were associated with 

known dens (n=461), as these sites were the basis for DNA sampling locations for this study. To 

evaluate the pattern of genetic structure among den sites sampled within each region , we ran 

STRUCTURE as described previously, using a hierarchical approach (Vähä et al., 2007) based 

http://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/gdmg/download.php
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upon the genetic clusters inferred from the range-wide analysis. Groups of dens (hereafter 

referred to as den groups) were then defined based upon resulting genetic structure that was 

significant, as well as geographic distribution, as sets of den sites sampled were generally 

isolated throughout each region (Figure 3.1). To further examine the hierarchical partitioning of 

genetic variation within and among den groups encompassed within each geographic region 

AMOVAs were conducted and pairwise FST were calculated as described above.  

 To evaluate patterns of connectivity among den groups, we tested for patterns of IBD 

using a Mantel test (Mantel, 1967) as outlined for the broad scale analysis. Mantel tests also were 

used to assess the pattern of den site connectivity within and among geographic regions that 

encompassed >1 den site. For these tests, straight-line distance was calculated between 

individual den sites within a given region and then correlated with estimates of pairwise FST. 

Additionally, the amount and direction of contemporary migration among den groups were 

assessed with BAYESASS 3.04 (Wilson & Rannala, 2003). This Bayesian approach uses 

multilocus genotypes to estimate movement among populations over the past three generations. 

We estimated levels of migration using 10,000,000 iterations after a burn-in of 1,000,000 

MCMC steps, sampling after every 100 steps. Five runs were conducted, each starting with a 

different random seed and convergence was analyzed by comparing mean posterior estimates of 

migration. To determine if migration was significant between populations, we calculated 95% 

credible sets by calculating the mean migration rate ± 1.96x the standard deviation, as suggested 

in the user manual. Those migration estimates whose credible sets that did not include zero were 

deemed significant.   

 Pairwise estimates of Queller and Goodnight’s relatedness coefficient were also 

calculated for individuals within and among den sites using SPAGeDI 1.5 (Hardy & Vekemans, 

2002). This estimator was chosen because it is unbiased towards small sample sizes (Queller & 

Goodnight, 1989). Reference allele frequencies for each den group were calculated by pooling 

individuals in each of the geographic regions defined by broad scale STRUCTURE analyses. For 

this analysis, the 27 individuals removed with presumed parents in the dataset were added back 

into the dataset, leaving 488 individuals for analysis. 

3.2.7 Genetic Diversity Within and Among Dens     

 We evaluated genetic diversity within each den group and within each hibernaculum by 

calculating estimates of observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), gene 
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diversity (Ng) and the proportion of variable sites (P) as implemented in ARLEQUIN (Excoffier 

& Lischer, 2010). Global tests for heterozygote deficiency or excess were run using Fisher’s 

exact tests in GENEPOP 4.5, with 10,000 dememorization steps, 100 batches, and 10,000 

iterations. Those groups with a p-value <0.05 were considered to significantly deviate from the 

level of heterozygosity expected if they were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Inbreeding 

coefficients (FIs)  also were calculated for each den group with GENETIX (Belkhir et al., 2004), 

using 1000 permutations to test for significance. To determine if measures of genetic diversity 

were correlated with latitude, linear regressions with nucleotide diversity (Ng) and the proportion 

of polymorphic SNP loci in a population (P) were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2019) for both 

den groups and individual den sites.  

3.2.8 Sex Bias in Dispersal 

 As patterns of dispersal can influence genetic structuring across a metapopulation 

(Hansson, 1991), we also tested for a pattern of adult sex-biased dispersal in this species. For this 

analysis, only adult snakes that had been reliably sexed upon sampling were retained in the 

dataset (n=337). Adult snakes were defined as either those snakes identified as adults at the time 

of sampling or those with an snout-to-vent length (SVL) measurement of >540mm, based upon 

recent estimates for sexually mature Western Rattlesnakes (Maida et al., 2018). To test for 

evidence of a sex bias in dispersal among den groups, we compared estimates of mean 

assignment index (mAIc) and the variance of assignment indices (vAIc) between male and 

female snakes using the R package hierfstat  (Goudet, 2005). The assignment index (AI) statistic 

implemented in this analysis estimates the probability of a given individual’s genotype across 

loci appearing in any of the sampled populations, and then assigns the individual to the 

population where its genotype is most likely (Paetkau et al., 1995). This value then is corrected 

to account for differences in diversity across populations (AIc), where a positive index suggests 

that the individual’s genotype is likely to appear within the population from which it was 

sampled (resident), while a more negative value indicates that the genotype is rare in that 

population (immigrant) (Favre et al., 1997). Consequently, mAIc estimates are expected to be 

lower for the less philopatric sex, as the genotypes of immigrant individuals are less likely to be 

assigned to the population from which they were sampled. Moreover, estimates of vAIc are 

expected to be higher in the less philopatric sex, reflecting how assignment probabilities will 

show a large variance if there are immigrant snakes detected. This test also was repeated within 
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den groups containing two or more den sites with at least 2 individuals of each sex (n=8). Given 

that Western Rattlesnakes are polygynous and, along with other Crotaline species, are known to 

exhibit male mate searching, we predicted that we would find a male bias in dispersal for this 

species, if any bias existed at all (Clark et al., 2008; King & Duvall, 1990). 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 GT-seq Genotyping 

 A total of 758 samples were genotyped with an average of 363,834 raw reads per locus 

(range: 34,362-693,305). After quality filtering for 30 percent missing data and minor allele 

frequency >0.05, 636 samples and 308 loci remained in our dataset. Mean genotyping error 

across all repeated samples where both replicates amplified was 0.00384. After repeated samples 

that amplified were removed (n=21), a total of 615 individuals remained with an average read 

depth of 305 and 3.87 percent missing data. After those individuals with an inferred parent in the 

dataset (n=27) were removed, a total of 588 individuals were used for subsequent population 

genetic analysis (Appendix B; Table S3.1). 

3.3.2 Inferred Regional Population Structure and Connectivity 

 STRUCTURE analyses inferred an optimal value of K=3 for all samples range wide 

(n=588), (Appendix B; Figure S3.2). Each unique cluster represented Thompson-Nicola (KAM), 

Vernon (VER), and the rest of the geographic regions across the range, respectively. The same 

pattern of structure was found with the dataset of 461 individuals that could be assigned back to 

a den site (Figure 3.2). A second iteration of STRUCTURE revealed genetic substructure 

aligning with the SOK, RC, GF, and WA sampling regions (K=3).The SOK, RC, and WA 

regions each were composed of distinct genetic clusters, while the GF region exhibited 

admixture between the SOK and RC groups, and the WA-S region displayed admixture between 

the SOK and WA-N regions.  

 Results from an AMOVA did not find significant variation among the three genetic 

clusters identified with STRUCTURE (4.76%, df= 2); however, significant variation (p<0.0001) 

was detected among geographic regions within each genetic cluster (10.53%, df=3), as well as 

within sampling regions (84.72%, df=944) (Appendix B; Table S3.2). Estimates of pairwise 

differentiation (FST) between regions all were significant (p<0.001) and aligned with the pattern 
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identified with multiple iterations of STUCTURE (Table 3.1). Among geographic regions, there 

was no evidence for a significant pattern of isolation by distance (r = -0.186, p= 0.66). There also 

was no detected pattern of isolation-by-distance among den groups range-wide (r = -0.038, p= 

0.50) (Figure 3.3). 

3.3.3 Within-region Population Structure and Connectivity 

 Within the three genetically distinct groups inferred range-wide, hierarchical 

STRUCTURE analyses and AMOVAs identified genetic substructure within the KAM, VER, 

SOK, and WA regions. A total of eleven discrete den groups were identified (Figure 3.1). Three 

distinct den groups (K=3), were detected in the KAM region (KAM-W, KAM-C, KAM-E) 

(Figure 3.2), while two discrete den groups (K=2) were found within each of VER and SOK 

regions, respectively (VER-KL, VER-CB; WL, OS). Within the KAM region, results of an 

AMOVA identified significant structure among the KAM-W, KAM-C, and KAM-E den groups 

(20.69%, df=2, p<0.05), as well as among dens within each group (5.29%, df=3, p<0.0001) and 

within individual dens (74.02%, df=212, p<0.0001) (Appendix B; Table S3.2). In the VER 

region, AMOVA results detected structure among the VER-CB and VER-KL den groups 

(10.66%, df=1); however, significant variation (p<0.0001) was only found among dens within 

the den groups (2.18%, df=4) and within dens (87.16%, df=168) (Appendix B; Table S3.2). For 

the SOK region low, but significant, variation was found among the OS and WL den groups 

(4.17%, df=1, p<0.05) as well as within den groups (1.17%, df=7) and among individuals within 

dens (94.66%, df=299) (Appendix B; Table S3.2). Within the WA region, significant genetic 

variation (p <0.05) was detected among the WA-N and WA-S den groups (4.76%, df=1), as well 

as among dens within den groups (8.5%, df=9, p<0.001) and within individual dens (86.75%, 

df=103, p<0.001) (Appendix B; Table S3.2). Across all identified den groups range-wide, 

estimates of pairwise genetic differentiation (FST) ranged from 0.0459 to 0.526 and were all 

significant (p<0.001) (Table 3.2). Results of an AMOVA across all 11 den groups found 

significant (p<0.001) genetic variation among den groups (17.02%, df=10), among dens within 

den groups (3.20%, df=25), and within individual dens (79.77%, df=886) (Appendix B; Table 

S3.2).   

 Within regions with >1 den site, a significant pattern of isolation-by-distance was 

detected among dens in VER (r = 0.873, p= 0.03, SOK (r = 0.811, p=<0.001), and WA (r = 0.57, 

p= <0.001). Estimates of recent migration found significant gene flow from the OS den group to 
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WA-S and from OS to WL. All other estimates of gene flow were low (m<0.1) and not 

significant (Table 3.3. Average pairwise relatedness was higher between snakes within a den 

group than among den groups. The most related den group was the KAM-E den group (r=0.781) 

and the least related was the RC den group (r = -0.047) (Table 3.4). For both VER den groups, 

pairwise relatedness estimates within each den site were larger than those among dens. Mean 

relatedness within VER-CB was 0.184, ranging from 0.191-0.236 within dens, while in VER-KL 

the mean pairwise relatedness was 0.0666 among dens and ranged from 0.0758-0.250 within 

dens. For the KAM-W den group, mean pairwise relatedness was 0.143, while the mean 

relatedness within dens ranged from 0.132-0.147. Within the KAM-C group, the mean pairwise 

relatedness was 0.268 and ranged from 0.219- 0.409, while the GF den group, had a mean 

pairwise relatedness of -0.0330 and within den relatedness ranged from -0.0467 to 0.0445 (Table 

3.4). 

3.3.4 Den Level Genetic Diversity 

 Observed values of heterozygosity varied slightly across the range, with the highest value 

in the VER-CB den group (Ho= 0.379) and the lowest in the KAM-C group (Ho=0.290) (Table 

3.5). A significant heterozygote deficit was found in the WA-N, WA-S, WL, KAM-C, and 

KAM-W den groups, all accompanied by inbreeding coefficients significantly above zero (range: 

0.0219-0.102). The VER-KL den group also exhibited a significant level of inbreeding 

(FIS=0.017) (Table 3.5), while a significant heterozygote excess was found in the VER-CB 

group. Across den groups the proportion of polymorphic sites within each group varied widely. 

The largest proportion of polymorphism was found in the OS, WL, and WA den groups (P= 

0.994-0.961), while the least polymorphism was found in the KAM-E den group (P=0.302) 

(Table 3.5). There was no significant negative correlation detected between latitude and 

proportion of polymorphism (r2 = 0.196, p= 0.10); however, gene diversity (Ng) was significantly 

and negatively correlated with latitude (r2= 0.365, p= 0.03) (Figure 3.4).  

 At the individual den level, estimates of heterozygosity tended to be higher than those 

calculated at the den group level (Table 3.5). Values of observed heterozygosity ranged from 

0.305 in KAM-C02 to 0.603 in WA-S01. Evidence for a significant heterozygote deficit was 

found in the WA-N03, WA-N04, WL-05, and KAM-C02 den sites, all of which also exhibited 

significant levels of inbreeding (Table 3.5). In contrast, the WA-N06, WA-S01, VER-KL03, 

VER-CB01, and VER-CB02 den sites all displayed an excess of heterozygotes, which was not 
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observed in WA-N, WA-S, or VER-KL at the den group level. Estimates of gene diversity and 

the proportion of polymorphism among individual dens showed similar patterns to those 

determined at the den group scale. A significant decrease in gene diversity (Ng) was found with 

increasing latitude (r2=0.311, p<0.001), while there was no correlation between latitude and the 

proportion of polymorphism (P) found in a den site (r2=0.026, p= 0.75) (Figure 3.4). 

3.3.5 Sex Bias in Dispersal 

 Overall, no significant pattern of sex bias in dispersal was detected among den groups of 

Western Rattlesnakes. Within den groups, the only detectable bias was in the VER-KL den group 

where the estimate of vAIc was significantly higher for females than males (p<0.05) (Table 3.6, 

Appendix B; Figure S3.2). All other comparisons showed no difference between estimates of 

mAIc and vAIc across the sexes. 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Population Structure and Connectivity 

 In this study, we found evidence for significant genetic structure and low connectivity 

among populations of Western Rattlesnakes sampled across Southern British Columbia and 

Washington State (USA). At the regional scale, each of the five main geographic regions across 

the distribution of rattlesnakes in BC as defined by COSEWIC were determined to be genetically 

distinct from one another. While the Thompson-Nicola (KAM) and the Vernon (VER) regions 

each exhibited a greater degree of genetic differentiation from the other regions as evidenced by 

the three main genetic clusters determined range-wide, the SOK, GF and RC regions also 

exhibited significant genetic separation from one another (Figure 3.2, Table 3.1). Additionally, 

no relationship between genetic and geographic distance was detected across regions, indicating 

the presence of barriers to gene flow across the landscape. The broad scale pattern of genetic 

differentiation identified across the distribution aligns with the geographic disjunction between 

regions due to the presence of unsuitable habitat (COSEWIC, 2015). This is especially apparent 

between the KAM and VER regions, where there is a large and significant level of genetic 

differentiation (Table 3.1) that corresponds to a large disconnect in the species range. It is 

thought that this separation has existed since the Holocene Climate Optimum (Hobbs, 2013), 
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after which temperatures began to cool roughly 6,000-5,000 years before present, the start of a 

period known as the “Mesothermic Interval” in BC (Walker, 2004) (Figure 1.1).  

 Within geographic regions, we found varying evidence for barriers to gene flow among 

groups of dens, similar to the pattern observed among regions (Figure 3.2). No pattern of 

isolation-by-distance was detected among the eleven den groups defined across the entire 

distribution, with low and generally insignificant estimates of migration. Particularly, there was 

support for the presence of barriers to gene flow among den groups identified in the KAM 

region. Large values of significant pairwise differentiation among den groups (Table 3.2), as well 

as no significant pattern of isolation-by-distance among den sites within this region are indicative 

of reduced population connectivity due to factors besides geographic distance. Previous studies 

of other snake species have found roads to not only alter snake movement and behaviour 

(Andrews & Gibbons, 2005; Shepard et al., 2008), but also to serve as barriers to gene flow at 

multiple spatial scales. For example, roads have been found to limit gene flow and connectivity 

among hibernacula in Timber Rattlesnakes (C. horridus) (Clark et al., 2010), where roads of 

varying traffic volumes had significantly impacted the genetic structure of populations. Roads 

have also been shown to impact connectivity within and among regional populations of Eastern 

Massasauga Rattlesnakes in Ontario, Canada (DiLeo et al., 2013), where bodies of water also 

were found to affect patterns of population structure. Within the KAM region, the KAM-W, and 

KAM-C den groups are separated by major highways such as Highway 97 and Highway 1, as 

well as the Thompson Rivers and Kamloops Lake, while the KAM-C and KAM-E den groups 

are separated by Highway 5, the North Thompson River, and extensive human development. 

Therefore, our findings of significant genetic structure and limited population connectivity in this 

region may be a result of the roads and rivers present amongst the den groups that were sampled, 

in addition to the geographic distances between these groups. While it is unclear as to exactly 

which factors are specifically responsible for the observed genetic separation in KAM, further, 

more spatially-explicit analyses using resistance-surface modelling could help parse apart the 

influence of roads, water bodies, and other landscape features on patterns of genetic 

differentiation in this area.  

 In contrast to the KAM region, our data provided weak evidence for distinct geographical 

or anthropogenic barriers to gene flow within both the SOK and WA regions. Despite significant 

estimates of pairwise differentiation between den groups within these regions (Table 3.2), all 
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values were low and fall within the level of ‘inbreeding connectivity’ as defined by Lowe & 

Allendorf (2010). This distinction suggests that gene flow may be occurring between den groups 

in each of these regions at a level that can counteract the negative effects of inbreeding (Lowe & 

Allendorf, 2010), and indicates some level of population connectivity. Within SOK, significant 

migration was detected between the OS and WL den groups, consistent with low estimates of 

differentiation, demonstrating some connectivity within this region. Significant patterns of 

isolation-by-distance also were detected among den sites in both SOK and WA, suggesting that 

geographic distance may be responsible for limiting population connectivity among dens in these 

regions. Interestingly, no significant genetic structure was detected among den sites within the 

WL den group (data not shown). In this area, the sampled den sites are situated along a road with 

average traffic of 350 vehicles per day, which is responsible for an average of 124 snake deaths 

per year (Winton et al., 2018). Despite the known effects of roads on snake behaviour and 

population structure (Andrews & Gibbons, 2005; Clark et al., 2010; DiLeo et al., 2013; Shepard 

et al., 2008), and the impact of this particular roadway on snake mortality in WL, it does not 

seem to be impeding genetic connectivity among den sites on opposite sides of the road as was 

observed in the KAM den groups. This may be due to the lower traffic volume on this road in 

WL as compared to the major highways in KAM, or potentially due to larger population sizes of 

dens in this area, that may be able to counteract the detrimental effects of road mortality on 

genetic connectivity. Generally, a minimum of one migrant per generation has been shown to be 

sufficient for maintaining genetic connectivity among subpopulations of a species (Mills & 

Allendorf, 1996; Wright, 1931). Given the proximity of the dens sampled in WL, it is likely that 

adequate movement of snakes is occurring among these populations to facilitate genetic 

admixture. 

 Consistent with previous predictions of connectivity between C. oreganus in BC and 

populations further south in the USA (Stebbins, 2003), a significant estimate of gene flow was 

detected among the SOK and WA regions, specifically between the OS and WA-S den groups. 

Given that the OS den group is closer in proximity to the WA-N den group, we expected to find 

that more migration would be occurring between these populations. While further investigation 

found a significant pattern of isolation-by distance among dens across the OS and WA-N groups 

(r=0.518, p=0.002), the magnitude of this relationship was low, suggesting that other factors are 

contributing to the genetic differentiation between OS and WA-N. In addition to the geographic 
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distance between these populations of rattlesnakes, there are several high-elevation mountain 

peaks within the Pasayten Wilderness that are situated between the OS and WA-N den groups 

that may be inhibiting snake movement. In order for gene flow to occur between these groups, 

snakes would have to successfully traverse over these mountains at elevations  over 2000m, well 

above the elevation at which this snake species has been shown to occur in studies across its 

range in North America (Ashton, 2001; Gomez et al., 2015; Loughran et al., 2015; Macartney & 

Gregory, 1988; Maida et al., 2018; Winton et al., 2018). In contrast, elevation remains relatively 

low (<834m) across the landscape from OS to WA-S, better facilitating connectivity between 

these two areas.  

 Overall, estimates of migration were low to absent between most den groups (Table 3.3). 

While male Western Rattlesnakes have been found to move considerable distances during 

seasonal migrations, limits to migration behavior and den site fidelity may be limiting overall 

population connectivity between groups of dens across the landscape. Adult males of this species 

in BC have been shown to travel a maximum of ~4 kilometers from their den of origin prior to 

retuning to hibernate, although migration behaviour is not necessarily consistent among 

individual snakes or populations within the same geographical region (Harvey, 2015). 

Differences in migration patterns could potentially be a result of differences in prey availability, 

thermoregulatory opportunity, and habitat suitability, all of which are key factors for snake 

persistence (Lomas et al., 2015). In the present study, the straight-line distances between den 

groups defined across the landscape ranged from roughly 15 to 413 kilometers (Table 3.2), 

distances well beyond that undertaken by an individual snake in a single season. Therefore, it 

could take several years for snakes to make contact with those snakes in other den groups.  In 

addition to large straight-line distances between den groups and other barriers to gene flow, the 

potential environmental variability among sampled regions of the range, may be decreasing the 

likelihood that individuals will disperse far enough to find mates from dens outside of a given 

den group. Based upon migration estimates, this seems probable; however, as we were unable to 

sample from all known den sites within each geographical region, the den groups that we defined 

may be excluding intermediary populations that potentially act as sources of connectivity.  

 Patterns of relatedness among den groups also suggest that the behavior of snakes may 

influence levels of migration and connectivity within geographic regions. Snakes sampled within 

den groups were found to be more related to each other than to other snakes across a given 
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region, while individuals within den sites also were found to be as related or more related to each 

other than to individuals from other dens. Higher within-den group relatedness suggests that 

snakes are exhibiting fidelity to den sites within a given area, leading to the majority of snakes 

mating among den sites within den groups. 

3.4.2 Genetic Diversity 

 Across both den groups and individual dens, identified patterns of genetic variation 

aligned with predictions for populations that exist at the periphery of a species distribution.  

According to the central-marginal hypothesis, populations of a species at the boundary of their 

range are expected to have lower genetic diversity (Lesica & Allendorf, 1995), and exhibit a 

greater extent of genetic differentiation than populations towards the core (Eckert et al., 2008).  

Peripheral populations are thought to be smaller and susceptible to environmental pressures that 

differ from those found at the core of the species range.  Here, we saw reduced levels of genetic 

variation within the northernmost region of the snake distribution, as evidenced by a significant 

negative relationship detected between latitude and within-population estimates of gene diversity 

(Ng). The proportion of polymorphism detected within den groups was also qualitatively lower at 

the northern extent of the species range in KAM and higher in the southern populations in SOK 

(Table 3.5). Based upon inferred patterns of migration and genetic differentiation, it is likely that 

diversity measures are higher among den groups within the SOK and WA regions due to inferred 

connectivity between these groups, which may extend further south into other populations of C. 

oreganus closer to the core of the range in North America.  

    Generally, observed levels of heterozygosity were similar to those detected for Eastern 

Massasauga Rattlesnakes using SNPs (Sovic et al., 2019). Although not pervasive throughout all 

sampled populations of rattlesnakes in this study, almost all instances of significant heterozygote 

deficiency within den groups and individual dens also were associated with significant levels of 

inbreeding. However, within the KAM-W and WA-S den groups, den sites were not found to 

deviate from Hardy-Weinberg expectations of heterozygosity or show evidence for significant 

levels of inbreeding. For the KAM-W group, the reduced heterozygosity at the den group level 

may be explained by the Wahlund effect (Wahlund, 1928), which results from the pooling of 

individuals from genetically structured groups, or in this case, dens. A low but significant (FST= 

0.0763; p<0.001) pairwise differentiation was found between the KAM-W01 and KAM-W02 

den sites, suggesting that underlying substructure may be responsible for the reduced 
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heterozygosity of the den group as a whole. In the WA-S den group, the only significant 

(p<0.05) pairwise differentiation detected was between the WA-S02 and WA-S03 den sites 

(FST= 0.0813). Rather than genetic substructure influencing heterozygosity at the den group level 

in WA-S, relatedness among sampled individuals may be leading to a ‘Family Wahlund Effect’ 

(Castric et al., 2002). In this den group, mean pairwise relatedness was higher within than among 

den sites, suggesting these dens may be comprised of separate family groups. As a result, the 

probability of having sampled sets of closely related individuals across this entire den group is 

higher than expected if individuals were randomly mating across den sites, thereby decreasing 

observed levels of heterozygosity.  

 A slight yet significant excess of heterozygosity was detected within the VER-CB den 

group, as well as within both the VER-CB01 and VER-CB02 den sites. Heterozygote excess has 

been shown to occur in finite populations where there may be a heterozygote advantage (Cornuet 

& Luikart, 1996), or the number of effective breeding individuals (NEB) is small, as allele 

frequencies can differ among males and females due to chance (Kirby, 1975; Luikart et al., 2003; 

Pudovkin et al., 1996). Given negative estimates of inbreeding coefficients (Table 3.5), low 

genetic differentiation (FST = 0.025), and a very short straight-line distance between den sites in 

VER-CB01 and VER-CB02 (260 m), it is quite likely that there is substantial gene flow 

occurring between these den sites. Additionally, mean pairwise relatedness also was similar 

within dens and among dens (Table 3.4), indicating that individuals in this den group are 

strongly related. Therefore, the excess of heterozygosity found within VER-CB may be due to a 

small population of breeders among these two den sites, potentially the result of a population 

bottleneck (Cornuet & Luikart, 1996).  However, given that the departure from expected 

heterozygosity in this den group was slight, further analysis is required to examine the cause of 

this observed heterozygosity excess. 

3.4.3 Sex Bias in Dispersal 

 Contrary to initial predictions, our findings show no evidence for an overall sex bias in 

dispersal among adults across the sampled distribution. The only instance of a significant bias 

was detected from the comparison of vAIc between males and females within the VER-KL den 

group, suggesting a female bias in dispersal among dens in this area. The lack of an observable 

difference in dispersal between sexes found in this system may potentially be due to the low rates 

of migration detected among den groups. When limited movement is occurring between 
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populations, the presence of rare genotypes are unlikely to affect the overall variation in 

population assignment between males and females, resulting in no detectable difference is 

dispersal (Goudet et al., 2002). In a biological context, it is also possible that there is no sex bias 

in dispersal for this species as mature female Western Rattlesnakes are known to adjust their 

behavior according to their reproductive status (Macartney & Gregory, 1988). Gravid females in 

BC have been found to remain within 300m of dens at rookery sites that provide both rock cover 

for safety as well as basking ground for adequate thermoregulation. While there is not extensive 

empirical data on the movement of non-gravid female snakes for this species in BC, they have 

been found to move comparable distances to male snakes (Bertram et al., 2001; Macartney, 

1985). Therefore, non-gravid female snakes may be dispersing as much as males in a given 

seasonal migration both in terms of distance and frequency, resulting in no detectable sex bias in 

dispersal.   

 Additionally, the lack of a sex bias in dispersal detected in this study may be due to the 

inclusion of subadult snakes in our analyses. As not all sampled snakes were explicitly assigned 

an age class upon sampling, SVL length was used as a proxy for age.  The SVL length threshold 

used to distinguish adults from other age classes was based upon data derived from a single area 

of the range (Osoyoos), and may not be representative of the body size variation that exists 

spatially or temporally across the range of Western Rattlesnakes in BC and Washington 

(Macartney et al., 1988; Winton 2018). The potential inclusion of subadult snakes may have 

skewed our results, in that the hierfstat analysis is intended to estimate population assignment for 

snakes post-dispersal, where unique genotypes have been brought into the population by 

immigrants and can be passed along to the next generation (Goudet et al., 2002). By including 

individuals that have not yet dispersed (i.e. neonates, juveniles, subadults) the proportion of 

immigrant and resident individuals detected for each sex may be biased towards residents, as 

subadults would likely be assigned to their population of origin. In turn, this can influence mean 

population assignment index values between the sexes, impacting the overall ability to detect a 

bias in dispersal. To this end, a more detailed study combining both empirical and genetic data 

from adult snakes could better resolve patterns of dispersal across the sexes. Especially with the 

inclusion of empirical movement data, comparisons of travel distance and frequency among 

males and non-gravid females could provide insight into the lack of a sex bias in dispersal 

determined in this study. 
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3.4.4 Implications for the Conservation of Snakes 

 Taken together, our results provide valuable genetic information that can help inform the 

conservation management of this snake in BC, and denning populations of snakes elsewhere. 

Evidence of significant population differentiation and limited population connectivity within and 

among the main geographic regions of rattlesnake occurrence suggest that management of this 

species as a single conservation unit may not be adequate for maintaining genetic diversity and 

population connectivity range wide. In particular, the magnitude of genetic differentiation 

between the KAM region, VER region, and the other sampled populations across the range may 

warrant the delineation of additional designatable units (DUs), although our results only provide 

evidence for population discreteness. Further evaluation of the genetic variation and local 

adaptation found within and among populations of this species is necessary to assess the 

evolutionary significance of populations for defining DUs.  

 In addition to informing conservation unit designation, the results of this study can help 

guide the implementation of targeted conservation management strategies for populations of this 

species.  For most populations that occur in landscapes that become fragmented or heavily 

developed, re-establishing connectivity often is challenging. The main management options that 

exist in most situations include protecting remaining suitable habitat between areas, translocating 

individuals, and reintroducing captive-bred juveniles or neonates. Translocation is a common 

conservation management tool intended to increase the genetic diversity of populations but is 

known to be less effective for reptile and amphibian species (Germano & Bishop, 2009). 

Generally, the translocation of herpetofauna is not advised as it has been shown to alter snake 

movement patterns, increase rates of overwintering mortality, and has the potential to lead to 

outbreeding depression; however, if biologically informed, this method could prove to be 

successful (Reinert, 1991; Reinert & Rupert, 1999). Combined with ecological data, the genetic 

information about population connectivity and diversity inferred from this study can help 

develop translocation strategies for those populations where genetic diversity is greatly impacted 

by barriers to gene flow. Alternatively, captive rearing or breeding programs could be used in 

circumstances where translocations of adult snakes are ineffective. The introduction or 

translocation of captively-raised neonate snakes into wild populations has been shown to be 

moderately successful for Timber Rattlesnakes in Eastern Texas, with three of nine neonates 

surviving and maturing into the breeding population five years post-release (Conner et al., 2003). 
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Although the snakes in that study were not found to participate in communal denning, 

translocated individuals were able to locate hibernacula and survive below freezing winter 

temperatures. Over time, the growth of a breeding population through neonate translocation can 

increase genetic diversity and bolster population size, effectively providing greater resilience to 

stochasticity and ongoing anthropogenic development.  

 Overall, the continued genetic monitoring of rattlesnakes in this system can allow 

conservation managers to track changes in genetic diversity and population connectivity over 

time, as well as evaluate the outcomes of management effort. The genotyping method employed 

in this study (GT-seq, Campbell et al., 2015) is a reliable, quick, and relatively inexpensive 

method for simultaneously genotyping hundreds to thousands of individuals at hundreds of 

SNPs, and can be successfully applied to minimally-invasive DNA samples. As the environment 

is continually modified due to anthropogenic development and changing climates, leading-edge 

genomic tools can allow wildlife and conservation managers to survey snake populations over 

time and adapt conservation strategies as necessary to encourage the persistence of this species in 

BC.       
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Figure 3.1 The distribution of den site sampling locations of Western Rattlesnakes in BC across 

the five main geographic regions: Thompson-Nicola (KAM), Vernon (VER), Okanagan-

Similkameen (SOK), Midway (RC), Grand Forks (GF) and in Washington, USA (WA). Red 

dotted circles encompass each defined geographic region, while solid black circles designate 

each of the 11 den groups defined within this study. Coloured points indicate the 36 den sites 

sampled across den groups: KAM-W (n=2), KAM-C (n=3), KAM-E (n=1), VER-CB (n=2), 

VER-KL (n=4), WL (n=6), OS (n=3), RC (n=1), GF (n=3), WA-N (n=7), WA-S (n=4). 
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Figure 3.2 STRUCTURE bar plot displaying inferred clustering and ancestry estimation for individuals assigned to dens (n=461), 

showing K=3 for iteration 1, K=3 for iteration 2, and K=3, 2, and 2, respectively for populations across iteration 3 (population 

acronyms as defined in Figure 3.1). Each color represents a unique genetic cluster and each vertical bar represents the proportion of 

ancestry to each cluster for each individual.
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Figure 3.3 Mantel’s correlation between straight-line distance (km) and genetic distance (FST) 

for all 6 geographic regions (r = -0.1863916, p= 0.6588) (A) and all 11 den groups (B) (r = -

0.03812, p= 0.4989). 
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Figure 3.4 A) Correlation between latitude and gene diversity (Ng) (r
2= 0.365, p= 0.03), and 

latitude and proportion of polymorphism (P) (r2= 0.196, p= 0.1) across den groups. B) 

Correlation between latitude and gene diversity (Ng) (r
2= 0.311, p<0.001), and latitude and 

proportion of polymorphism (P) (r2= 0.026, p= 0.75) across individual dens. 

A 

B 
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Table 3.1 Estimates of pairwise genetic distance (FST) between all 6 geographic regions across 

the distribution. All comparisons were significant (p<0.001) with 1000 replicates. 

 SOK WA KAM VER GF RC 

SOK ------- 0.059 0.091 0.148 0.082 0.183 

WA  ------- 0.114 0.172 0.105 0.202 

KAM   ------- 0.213 0.163 0.261 

VER    ------- 0.210 0.321 

GF     ------- 0.199 

RC      ------- 
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Table 3.2 Estimates of pairwise FST and straight-line distance (km) between the 11 defined den groups. Values above the diagonal 

represent FST and those below are straight-line distances. All pairwise comparisons of FST were significant p<0.001 with 1000 

replicates. 

 

 OS WA-N WA-S WL KAM-C KAM-W KAM-E VER-KL VER-CB GF RC 

OS --- 0.088 0.063 0.046 0.168 0.117 0.307 0.159 0.186 0.094 0.216 

WA-N 80.1 --- 0.069 0.092 0.219 0.143 0.342 0.210 0.230 0.127 0.232 

WA-S 238.3 174.5 --- 0.068 0.180 0.115 0.367 0.174 0.196 0.115 0.213 

WL 37.8 95.4 265.5 --- 0.160 0.111 0.296 0.175 0.197 0.096 0.191 

KAM-C 200.3 238.9 412.4 162.9 --- 0.124 0.405 0.287 0.308 0.242 0.352 

KAM-W 213.9 231.3 397.7 176.7 62.3 --- 0.346 0.249 0.263 0.178 0.276 

KAM-E 186.7 232.1 406.4 150.1 23.5 82.9 --- 0.424 0.474 0.387 0.526 

VER-KL 129.6 196.8 366.4 101.7 107.9 155.4 85.5 --- 0.116 0.219 0.336 

VER-CB 122.0 185.6 356.9 91.4 100.4 143.8 79.3 15.4 --- 0.252 0.372 

GF 73.7 145.0 272.6 96.9 235.8 264.7 216.9 138.2 138.9 --- 0.199 

RC 37.8 112.0 253.8 64.5 216.2 238.5 199.5 129.0 125.7 35.9 --- 
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Table 3.3 Estimates of contemporary migration among den groups as calculated in BAYESASS. Numbers represent the mean 

proportion of migrants moving from one group to another per generation averaged across 5 iterations. Italicized values along the 

diagonal indicate the mean proportion of non-migrants within a den group. Bolded values indicate significant estimates of migration 

where calculated 95% credible sets did not include zero.   

 

  From           

  OS WA-N WA-S WL KAM-C KAM-W KAM-E VER-KL VER-CB GF RC 

To OS 0.949 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

 WA-N 0.042 0.888 0.013 0.010 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 

 WA-S 0.216 0.012 0.678 0.014 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.012 

 WL 0.065 0.006 0.003 0.904 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 

 KAM-C 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.917 0.011 0.007 0.007 0.015 0.007 0.007 

 KAM-W 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.951 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

 KAM-E 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.881 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 

 VER-KL 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.951 0.005 0.005 0.005 

 VER-CB 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.918 0.008 0.008 

 GF 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.921 0.008 

 RC 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.902 
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Table 3.4 Estimates of Queller and Goodnight’s pairwise relatedness (rQG) between pairs of 

individuals within each den group and within each den.  

Den Group Den n rQG 

KAM-W  59 0.143 

 KAMW-01 36 0.147 

 KAMW-02 23 0.133 

KAM-C  36 0.268 

 KAM-C01 9 0.409 

 KAM-C02 18 0.247 

 KAM-C03 9 0.219 

KAM-E KAM-E01 17 0.781 

VER-CB  38 0.184 

 VER-CB01 13 0.236 

 VER-CB02 25 0.191 

VER-KL  63 0.067 

 VER-KL01 21 0.121 

 VER-KL02 24 0.087 

 VER-KL03 3 0.250 

 VER-KL04 15 0.076 

OS  57 0.054 

 OS-01 30 0.068 

 OS-02 8 0.069 

 OS-03 19 0.056 

WL  105 0.028 

 WL-01 28 0.023 

 WL-02 26 0.065 

 WL-03 22 0.089 

 WL-04 2 -0.077 

 WL-05 25 0.037 

 WL-06 2 0.078 

WA-N  40 0.050 

 WA-N01 3 0.077 

 WA-N02 1  

 WA-N03 10 0.235 

 WA-N04 9 0.202 

 WA-N05 3 0.119 

 WA-N06 5 0.135 

 WA-N07 9 0.228 

WA-S  18 0.030 

 WA-S01 2 0.142 

 WA-S02 11 0.055 

 WA-S03 4 0.253 

 WA-S04 1  
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Den Group Den n rQG 

GF  32 -0.033 

 GF-01 12 0.044 

 GF-02 19 -0.047 

 GF-03 1  
RC RC-01 23 -0.047 

Note: n refers to the number of individuals within a specified den group or den site. 
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Table 3.5 Estimates of mean observed and expected heterozygosity, proportion of polymorphism 

(P), nucleotide diversity (Ng), and inbreeding coefficients (FIS) for each den group and dens 

within each den group. * indicates p<0.05, ** indicates p<0.001. Bolded values indicate a 

significant excess of heterozygosity. 

 

Den Group Den n P Mean Ho Mean He FIS Ng 

OS   55 0.981 0.362 0.360 -0.005 0.346 
 OS-01 28 0.974 0.365 0.360 -0.014 0.344 
 OS-02 8 0.909 0.378 0.382 0.011 0.344 

  OS-03 19 0.961 0.376 0.371 -0.012 0.341 

WA-N   39 0.987 0.312* 0.346 0.102** 0.312 
 WA-N01 3 0.682 0.452 0.468 0.054 0.337 
 WA-N02 1 0.312 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.314 
 WA-N03 9 0.724 0.352* 0.375 0.084* 0.264 
 WA-N04 9 0.802 0.353** 0.368 0.043* 0.281 
 WA-N05 3 0.494 0.454 0.454 -0.025 0.319 
 WA-N06 5 0.779 0.442* 0.418 -0.071 0.293 

  WA-N07 9 0.782 0.369 0.380 0.027 0.285 

WA-S   18 0.961 0.363* 0.375 0.031* 0.356 
 WA-S01 2 0.630 0.603* 0.564 -0.109 0.357 
 WA-S02 11 0.919 0.392 0.390 -0.005 0.355 
 WA-S03 4 0.701 0.456 0.441 -0.028 0.307 

  WA-S04 1 0.276 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.278 

WL  99 0.994 0.349* 0.357 0.022** 0.329 
 WL-01 28 0.971 0.357 0.362 0.012 0.334 
 WL-02 26 0.961 0.360 0.357 -0.007 0.325 
 WL-03 21 0.932 0.364 0.361 -0.002 0.308 
 WL-04 2 0.646 0.550 0.555 0.013 0.370 
 WL-05 20 0.948 0.354** 0.370 0.046* 0.337 

  WL-06 2 0.604 0.554 0.552 -0.005 0.343 

KAM-W  57 0.886 0.331* 0.341 0.026** 0.287 
 KAM-W01 36 0.844 0.340 0.337 -0.010 0.278 

  KAM-W02 21 0.802 0.367 0.361 -0.014 0.282 

KAM-C  35 0.821 0.290** 0.307 0.062** 0.237 
 KAM-C01 9 0.545 0.365 0.359 0.004 0.209 
 KAM-C02 9 0.779 0.305** 0.340 0.111* 0.260 
 KAM-C03 17 0.744 0.344 0.344 0.003 0.232 

KAM-E KAM-E01 17 0.302 0.363 0.353 -0.033 0.100 

VER-KL  57 0.766 0.338 0.343 0.017* 0.260 
 VER-KL01 17 0.724 0.349 0.351 0.003 0.251 
 VER-KL02 23 0.750 0.348 0.343 -0.013 0.259 
 VER-KL03 3 0.536 0.499* 0.465 -0.078 0.252 

  VER-KL04 14 0.747 0.360 0.367 0.018 0.256 
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Den Group Den n P Mean Ho Mean He FIS Ng 

VER-CB  30 0.724 0.379* 0.353 -0.070 0.237 
 VER-CB01 17 0.685 0.401** 0.376 -0.063 0.222 

  VER-CB02 13 0.682 0.390** 0.351 -0.109 0.244 

GF  31 0.873 0.335* 0.341 0.021 0.281 
 GF-01 12 0.776 0.361 0.356 -0.020 0.257 
 GF-02 18 0.857 0.346 0.355 0.024 0.296 

  GF-03 1 0.263 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.281 

RC RC-01 23 0.675 0.349 0.350 0.002 0.225 

        

Note: n refers to the number of individuals within a specified den group or den site. 
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Table 3.6 Comparison of mAIc and vAIc for adult male and female snakes among all den groups 

and within den groups containing at least 2 den sites with at least 2 males and females at each. * 

denotes p<0.05 with 10,000 replicates. 

 

Among den groups (n=11) Sex n mAIc vAIc 

 M 171 0.549 151.546 

 F 166 -0.559 147.920 

Within den groups       

GF M 18 -1.006 77.628 

 F 9 2.011 58.310 

KAM-C M 8 -6.671 166.884 

 F 20 2.668 96.085 

KAM-W M 20 1.394 71.188 

 F 21 -1.328 65.362 

OS M 22 1.132 54.611 

 F 10 -2.490 30.144 

VER-CB M 10 -2.439 66.587 

 F 10 2.439 107.778 

VER-KL M 20 0.390 40.655 

 F 23 -0.337 109.276* 

WA-N M 12 4.008 100.116 

 F 5 -9.620 665.815 

WL M 36 -0.863 165.582 

 F 44 0.706 130.672 

Note: n refers to the number of individuals per sex within a specified den group. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 

4.1 Findings and Significance 

 Understanding the population dynamics of species found across fragmented landscapes 

provides information useful for defining conservation units, which are critical for the effective 

management of species at-risk. In cases where species of conservation concern are rare, elusive, 

or difficult to monitor empirically, genetic assessments can be used to make inferences about 

population ecology to inform management. In this study, we conducted the first genetic 

investigation of populations of the Western Rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus), a species of 

elevated conservation status in British Columbia, Canada. Through evaluating patterns of genetic 

diversity and structure within and among populations of this species across BC, we discovered 

distinct genetic groups range-wide, and across multiple spatial scales that experience limited 

connectivity and gene flow.  

 At the broad scale, patterns of genetic diversity and structure detected among Western 

Rattlesnakes in BC can help inform conservation efforts for this species. The population 

structure found among the Thompson-Nicola, Vernon, Okanagan-Similkameen, Midway, and 

Grand Forks geographic regions can inform future species status assessments for delineating 

Designatable Units (DUs), the conservation units adopted by the Committee on the Status of 

Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC, 2015). Specifically, we provide evidence of 

population discreteness for multiple geographic areas across the range, one of two main criteria 

used to define DUs. Although more information is required to identify separate populations that 

may warrant specific conservation attention, the potential designation of additional conservation 

units for the Western Rattlesnake in BC can help guide the preservation of diversity among 

populations found across the species distribution.  

 As a whole, this study further demonstrates the utility of combining next generation 

sequencing techniques with minimally invasive DNA samples (MIS). While more traditional 

microsatellite markers have successfully been genotyped in MIS, the ability to genotype SNP 

markers from MIS both increases the quality of data collected, as well as provides information 

spanning a broader range of the genome (Morin et al., 2004). In addition, the multiplexed 

approach used in this study allows for the simultaneous genotyping of hundreds to thousands of 

samples from a single sequencing run, making this method time and cost effective. The 
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efficiency of this method can enable the continuous monitoring of populations of species at-risk 

over time, allowing managers to adjust conservation strategies as necessary to maintain 

appropriate genetic variation. 

4.1 Future Directions 

 In Canada, COSEWIC status assessments of species to help define designatable units 

(DUs) for conservation require evidence for both population discreteness and evolutionary 

significance (Green, 2005). Despite the indications of discreteness detected in this study, our 

ability to inform the designation of conservation units for this species is limited by our lack of 

evidence for evolutionary significance. Future genome-wide studies of Western Rattlesnakes in 

BC can help fill this knowledge gap by examining populations for evidence of local adaption, as 

well as historical range disjunctions that could provide further support for additional DUs.  

 In particular, genome-wide approaches that involve the detection of ‘outlier’ loci, or 

those SNPs under selection, allow for the quantification of putative genetic variation that may 

reflect local adaptation in sampled populations (Allendorf et al., 2010). Coupled with the 

population distinctiveness detected in this study, characterizing patterns of adaptive divergence 

range wide can help identify evolutionarily significant populations that may warrant designatable 

unit designation (Funk et al., 2012). While we did not examine patterns of local adaptation using 

the genomic data collected from blood samples with RADseq (see Chapter 2), further analysis to 

detect outliers in this dataset using high quality DNA samples could provide initial targets for 

future investigation of adaptive variation.  

 Moreover, our results highlight how barriers to gene flow and their impacts across a 

landscape are context dependent. The levels of genetic differentiation and patterns of population 

connectivity identified in our study varied across geographic areas and were found to coincide 

with the presence of roads, waterways, elevation, unsuitable habitat, and geographic distance 

among populations. However, with the population genetic analyses employed here, we were 

unable to identify the influence of these factors to the maintenance of gene flow among 

populations of Western Rattlesnakes. A more comprehensive landscape genetics study could 

help evaluate the presence and severity of various barriers to gene flow and how they impact the 

genetic diversity of rattlesnakes in BC. Compared to the tests for patterns of isolation-by-

distance utilized here, patterns of isolation-by-resistance (McRae, 2006) may be more 

informative in discerning the causes of genetic differentiation across the distribution, as diverse 
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landscape features will have differing impacts on the ability for snakes to disperse. For instance, 

Clark et al. (2008) found a greater correlation between genetic and geographic distance along the 

‘path of least resistance’ between populations of C. horridus, a pattern that may also exist among 

populations of C. oreganus in BC. However, as other aspects of rattlesnake biology can 

confound patterns of dispersal and genetic connectivity, further investigation into the spatial and 

dispersal ecology of this species may be warranted to complement results of landscape genetic 

analyses.  

 Along with evaluating the severity of barriers to gene flow across the range of 

rattlesnakes in BC, further examination genome wide can also assess the contemporary and 

historical factors and processes that may shape genetic variation among populations. As the 

analyses used to infer patterns of population structure and connectivity throughout this thesis 

only provide estimates of current genetic differences among populations, they offer no 

information regarding the evolution of this variation (Sirén et al., 2011). Along with standard 

population genetics, the integration of methods such as Approximate Bayesian Coalescent 

(ABC) modeling (Beaumont et al., 2002) and Ecological Niche Modeling (ENM) can be 

employed to test hypotheses regarding how different demographic scenarios, environmental 

changes, and shifts in species distributions may have led to observed patterns of population 

genetic structure (Csilléry et al., 2010; He et al., 2013; Reid et al., 2019). ABC modeling also 

allows for the estimation of effective population sizes (Tallmon et al., 2004) and admixture 

among populations (Excoffier et al., 2005), as well as the inference of demographic history 

(Segelbacher et al., 2010), all of which can provide critical insight for the conservation of species 

at risk (Frankham et al., 2002). For the Western Rattlesnake, this type of modeling can help 

distinguish between the impacts of natural and anthropogenic processes on the genetic 

differentiation of populations to help define conservation units and prioritize management action.      

 Notably, the minimally-invasive buccal swab samples included in this study were 

successfully amplified and genotyped with GT-seq. A previous assessment conducted by Ford et 

al. (2017) found buccal swab samples collected from Western Rattlesnakes to be sub-optimal for 

collecting genotypes using microsatellites, producing the highest amount of genotyping error of 

all sample types tested. In this study, however, buccal samples showed similar amplification 

success compared to all other samples genotyped with GT-seq (data not shown).  As buccal 

swabs were obtained from juvenile and neonate snakes that were too small for cloacal swab 
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sampling, the success of applying GT-seq to these samples allows for snakes of all age classes to 

be included in future genetic analyses. The inclusion of various age classes can enable further 

study into the demographics of sampled populations to test hypotheses regarding natal 

recruitment and dispersal at den sites, as well as other aspects of population ecology. More 

broadly, genotyping individuals using buccal swabs also has implications for a host of other 

species where this type of sampling is common, including birds, amphibians, and other reptiles 

(Broquet et al., 2007; Handel et al., 2006; Miller, 2006).  

 In summary, this study presents the first genetic assessment of the Western Rattlesnake in 

the northwest portion of the species range. Here we detected patterns of population structure 

within and among regions of C. oreganus occurrence in BC and Washington, as well as found 

evidence for limited population connectivity among groups of den sites. Together, these results 

help to fulfill the population discreteness criteria for informing conservation unit delineation in 

Canada and provide a basis for future genetic studies of this species to assess evolutionary 

significance. This study also highlights the utility of applying GT-seq, a targeted amplicon 

sequencing approach, to minimally invasive samples to support studies in conservation and 

molecular ecology. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Chapter 2 Supplementary Material 

 

Figure S2.1. Scatterplot displaying the relationship between percent amplification across 311 

loci for samples remaining after quality filtering (n=103) and initial DNA sample concentration 

in ng/ul. Samples with concentrations larger than 30 ng/uL were diluted to 15 ng/ul to avoid 

preferential amplification of samples with relatively high concentrations.  
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Figure S2.2. Boxplot displaying the mean and range of percent amplification for all samples 

remaining after quality filtering (n=103) across 311 loci for all sample types including: blood 

(BL; n=61), cloacal swab (CL; n=26), shed (SH; n=2), and roadkill tissue (T; n=14).  
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Table S2.1. The number of individual samples that were collected within each region by sample 

type (region acronyms as in Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sampling 

Region 

Tissue Type 

Cloacal Blood 
Roadkill 

Tissue 
Shed Total 

KL 6 8 0 0 14 

SOK 6 17 17 0 40 

WSH 1 15 0 0 16 

VN 5 25 0 0 30 

GF 0 0 0 4 4 

Total 18 65 17 4 104 
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Table S2.2. The average, minimum, and maximum DNA concentrations per sample type 

employed in this study across all sampled regions. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tissue Type n 

Avg concentration 

(ng/ul) Min Max 

Cloacal swab 18 24.0 0.31 178.0 

Blood sample 65 29.1 4.82 138.0 

Roadkill Tissue 17 13.3 2.43 52.1 

Shed 4 34.4 19.2 59.2 
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Table S2.3. STRUCTURE HARVESTER output for all K values tested (K=1-7) for the 

RADseq_9568, GT-seq_311, and RADseq_311 datasets.  The posterior log-probability for each 

K (Mean LnP(K)), standard deviation in LnP(K) (Stdev LnP(K)), as well as the first order rate of 

change Ln’(K) and absolute value of the second order rate of change |Ln''(K)| used to estimate 

ΔK are presented. Bolded rows represent the optimal K value selected for each dataset (K=3) 

where a plateau in the log probability across all K values was identified, variation was low, and 

where ΔK was maximized.  

        

Dataset K Reps 
Mean 

LnP(K) 

Stdev 

LnP(K) 
Ln'(K) |Ln''(K)| K 

RADseq_9568 1 10 -392492.09 17.6302 NA NA NA 
 

2 10 -364757.12 15.8772 27734.97 8381.43 527.892487 
 

3 10 -345403.58 11.1799 19353.54 11738.23 1049.938407 
 

4 10 -337788.27 25.9509 7615.31 3593.83 138.485549 

 5 10 -333766.79 41.1361 4021.48 1980.32 48.140715 

 6 10 -331725.63 13.6966 2041.16 3156.29 230.442685 
 

7 10 -332840.76 100.2142 -1115.13 NA NA 

GT-seq_311 1 10 -13321.93 1.0023 NA NA NA 
 

2 10 -12452.16 3.3457 869.77 235.03 70.248161 
 

3 10 -11817.42 1.2882 634.74 390.76 303.329188 
 

4 10 -11573.44 1.8763 243.98 94.85 50.552029 

 5 10 -11424.31 3.6528 149.13 474.49 129.896277 

 6 10 -11749.67 338.7073 -325.36 263.32 0.777426 
 

7 10 -11811.71 505.4022 -62.04 NA NA 

RADseq_311 1 10 -13302.69 0.941 NA NA NA 
 

2 10 -12367.9 1.7114 934.79 217.86 127.29931 
 

3 10 -11650.97 1.149 716.93 487.35 424.165876 
 

4 10 -11421.39 0.9803 229.58 90.97 92.797548 

 5 10 -11282.78 5.1426 138.61 153.93 29.932394 

 6 10 -11298.10 291.8692 -15.32 10.79 0.036969 
 

7 10 -11324.21 77.6416 -26.11 NA NA 
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Chapter 3 Supplementary Material 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3.1 Barplot of STRUCTURE results for K=3 for both iterations of all samples (n=588) regardless of assignment to den.  
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Figure S3.2 Boxplots displaying corrected assignment probabilities for Male and Female adult 

snakes in the VER-KL den group. The variance of assignment probabilities (vAIc) was 

significantly higher (p<0.05) for females than males as evidenced by the range of values for each 

sex in this plot. 
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Table S3.1 Counts of individual samples used in broad scale population genetic analyses 

(n=588) divided by region and sample type. Sample types include cloacal swab samples (CL), 

blood samples (BL), roadkill tissue samples (T), buccal swab samples (BU), and shed skins 

(SH).  

Region 
Sample Type 

CL BL T BU SH 

GF 31 0 1 0 2 

KAM 103 3 0 1 0 

VN 64 22 0 1 0 

SOK 154 13 97 0 0 

RC 23 0 1 0 0 

WA 57 15 0 0 0 
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Table S3.2 Results of AMOVAs across various groupings. * indicates p<0.05, while ** denotes 

p<0.01 after 10000 permutations. 

 

Source of variation df 

Percent 

Variation 

F - 

statistic 

3 Genetic cluster       

 Among clusters 2 4.76 0.048 

 Among regions within clusters 3 10.53 0.110* 

  Within regions 944 84.72 0.153* 

11 den groups      

 Among den groups 10 17.02 0.170* 

 Among dens within groups 25 3.2 0.039* 

  Within dens 886 79.77 0.202* 

KAM      

 Among den groups 2 20.69 0.207* 

 Among dens within groups 3 5.29 0.067** 

  Within dens 212 74.02 0.260** 

VER      

 Among den groups 1 10.66 0.107 

 Among dens within groups 4 2.18 0.024** 

  Within dens 168 87.16 0.107** 

SOK      

 Among den groups 1 4.17 0.042* 

 Among dens within groups 7 1.17 0.012** 

  Within dens 299 94.66 0.053** 

WA      

 Among den groups 1 4.76 0.048* 

 Among dens within groups 9 8.5 0.090** 

  Within dens 103 86.75 0.133** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


